Hit the Trail via Freiman's
your shopping centre for ski fashions of quality.
Whether it's a gaily designed heads quare or a
classic ski suit or jacket.. you're sure to find it in
Freiman's Sportswear Department.
second floor
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-Editorial CommentsHearty greetings to our returned members and to those who are still overseas. May the latter soon be here to enjoy the freedom of the Gatineau Land
in its winter gal"b. A happy New Year to all!
This is the first Year Book of the piping times of peace--if these can
be called piping times. Four publications were issued under the shadow
of war, since the weekly "Ottawa Ski Club News" was dropped- A Hand
Book, in 1942, a Trail Guide in 1943, a Year Book for 1943-44 and one for
1944-45. The present one is dated 1945-46. :Referring as they do to the
activities of the previous year, these Year Books should have been dated
a year back-not that it greatly matters however.
In this issue will <he found: an article from the pen of our good friend
Mike Gardener, who spent four too short winters with us and bemoans the
possi.b ility that the next may be his last in this land of vast spaces and unlimited freedom, and gives a vivid description of the marvelous opportunities
for outdoor life in Canada, opportunities still neglected by too many. of us; a
highly interesting and well-illustrated article on Mont Tremblant by W. F.
Lothian; a very good expose of Gadner's brilliant ski technique by Alex
McDougall; a timely plea for etiquette on the hills and in the lodges by
Herbert .Marshall, and a glowing account of the doings of our competitors
in various snow fields, by "One of them". To Fred Dixon we are again
indebted for splendid pictures. The one in the center of the book showing
Camp Fortune Lodge in the spring was supplied 1by Mike Gardener. The
other stories and articles are from the busy pen of the Editor and that of
his Assistant "Jim" Patrick.
The amount of contributions to the Year · Book by outsiders is still far
too small, making up only about 30· per cent of the total. We have been
exhorting our members for years to send in articles, stories, report of trips,
suggestions, anything at all, in English or in French, and Jim has plastered
the bulleyn boards of Camp Fortune with such requests, but it appears that
we have:"been preaching in a snowy wilderness. Try to do better next year.
Jot you~ impressions down in a note book, not just on the snow; let us have
them by the end of the season, and we will have a Year Book to be proud of.
There is no lack of literary ability among our members. Don't keep your
light under a bushel.
I must however take exception to a statement made by Jim in his "Trip
to Wakefield" article. He says that I sent him to Wakefield. I did nothing
of the sort. W'hy should I send anyone to explore such a well-known corner
of our backyard when our members are damouring for a survey of the ski
possibilities of the Greater Gatineau land? I had asked Jim to go to Low,
or Gracefield, or the hilly plains of Ka zabuzua, to a remote spot, still virgin
of ski tracks, get lost in the bush there with his faithful ski partner, Mrs.
Patrick, or some other man's wife if Mrs. Patrick would not go, have a real
thrilling experience and report on it. But Jim could not resolve himself to go
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so far away from Camp Fortune. He got off ·the train at Wakefield, and did
not stray far away from the hotel there; in fact he got too close to the police
station at one time and came very near spending the night in jail, to the
everlasting disgrace of the club-on account of an inordinate display of Scotch
thrift. Read his article and you will find it, I am sur.e, a most glaring
example of misplaced writing ability!
An epidemic of ski tows, spreading from the heavily infected center of.
the North of Montreal district, was p redicted in an article by the Editor
in this issue. The epidemic is here now. It has broken out in a most virulent
form since the article was written, and as there is no antidote f or it, all
we can do is to express the hope that our members will escape the contagion .
As I pen these lines, John Clifford is st r uggling to put up a ski tow near
Mort's hill, across the creek from the Camp Fortune Lodge; John Pringle
Taylor is building one on Dome Hill at I r onside, and both should be running
full blast in short order, possibly when you receive this pu'b licat ion. There is
persistent talk of another one going up_on Traveler's hill, and Elmer Cassel,
the Major-Domo of the Pink Lake Lodge, is agitating to have one on the
Pink Lake grounds. We are entering a ski-tow age. Decidedly a sign of
the degeneracy of the times, and not to be commended. However , if these
contrivances fail to attract patrons, the operator s will have plenty of rope to
hang themselves with.
"There is a reason for this ski tow fever," says Sigurd Lockeberg. "How
can you expect people to climb when they are carr ying whole bear traps
on their skis? At one time when skiers acted sensibly, they used light cane
or strap fittings, weighing a few ounces at the most; they felt as light as
air and could tra~el any distance or go up any slope, no matter how long
or steep. Now the poor things carry whole steel works; they are so 'heavily
laden that they can hardly drag themselves on level. ground, much less climb;
as to jumping they could no more do it than Mark Twain's shot filled frog. I
weighed one of those latest contraptions the ot•her day, with its ·steel toe cap,
steel plate, steel lugs, steel clutches, steel cables and steel what-nots, and
do you know what it weighed ?--{)ver 8 pounds! And they wear tremendously
heavy boots as well and put steel edges on their skis, to make them heavier
I suppose.
And now here is a bit of good news: we have two new hills! The
Morning After, a sister to the Slalom, little used before because it was too
rough and too narrow, but now greatly widen ed, developed and smoothed; and
another thrilling slalom slope near Mort's, across the creek. The jerky slalom
ski tow; with its many breaks, has been so improved that it now operates
smoothly and almost continuously. For this work, which required a great
deal of supervision during summer and fall, the Club is indebted to Herbert
Marshall, George Britt ain, Hu•bert Douglas et al. They are No. 1 benefactors.
Ml).y their shadows never grow less! The Morning After will fill a long-felt
want and remove a fruitful source of grievance by providing an alternate
slope when competitions are held on the Slalom.
A much more ambitious program has been planned, in ~luding t he building of an additional shelter at the fo ot of the Slalom, building lockers at
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Alec McDougal in action "Giant Slalom, March 1944"

John Clifford running a hairpin
Photo Fred Dixon

Journal Cup Race, Gatineau Ski Zone
Championships, 1945. lver of Norway, John
Clifford, Harvey Clifford, the winner

Photo Fred Dixon
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Camp Fortune, where members could keep their supplies from week to week,
and installing a loud speaker, to call the competitors, announce projected
t_rips, the results of the races . . . and remind people of their ta~ble manners.
Lack of funds and shortage of labour and materials have prevented the carrying out of the w.hole plan. This is the reason why the fees have been raised
a wee bit this year-to enable us to give you more comfort.
And here is another bit of good news! The Gatineau Bus Company
that had been lagging a bit during the war, is now ready to co-operate
fully. Every Sunday 'morning when the weather is propitious, buses will
start from the Company's depot, corner of George and Dalhousie, at 8 a.m.
( e'arlier buses may 'be obtained by _competitors, if required) and will keep
on running continuously so long as there are skiers to be loaded, until 11 a.m.,
and until 1 p.m. when the days get longer. In other words there will always
be a bus on hand, ready to be loaded, any time ·between 8 and 11 a.m. All
buses will go to and return from Old Chelsea, except those from 11 o'clock on
which may go to Kingsmere (not sure yet).
And a third bit of good news: The Dome Hill Lodge is to be provided
with a modern cafeteria (in addition to a ski tow) managed by our friend
Jack Carscadden, whose hot dog sandwiches two years ago at Camp Fortune
were the talk of the whole ski community. I do hope Jack may also arrange
for chicken dinners. The Lodge will be renovated at the first opportunity
and put on as good footing as Pink Lake or Camp Fortune. A special $2.00
blue Dome Hill badge ·will be issued this year, exchangeable at any time for a
red badge of full membership, entitling the bearer to go to Fortune or other
places.
Whether it is on account of its gay coat of paint, its renovated and
comfortable interior, or the chicken dinners served and the splendid cafeteria
service provided by Major Hancock, the fact is that the Pink Lake Lodge
has attracted a.bout five times as many visitors. over a week-end this year
as it did during any of the twenty odd previous years of its existence.
The number actually went up from about 20•0 to 971. It should again be
greatly increased when Elmer Cassel arranges for a parking space on the
Mountain Road-near the little school house would be a good place-And
there is no reason why the tide of skiing that had been ebbing away from
Dome hill during the last few years should not return there with renewed
strength as f?OOn as the Lodge there is improved and a good cafeteria service
is provided. John Taylor and Jack Carscadden will see to that this year.
Talking about Pink Lake, .p erhaps it might be as. well to remind homeward skiers that the trail to Wrightville includes a good many pitfalls in
the shape of swift, twisty, bumpy and often icy descents, requiring considerable skimanship and is never safe at night. You should therefore time your
departure from Pink Lake early enough to be out of the bush before night
fall. If you are not very fast on your blades or want to enjoy the scenery
on the. way, give yourself at least an hour. Do not rim the risk of being
left behind ?f a cold night with a twisted ankle. or someting worse.
And so the bulldozer has now made its debut in the valley of Camp Fortune this fall, at $4 an hour. It has already accomplished a lot and promises
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to do more if funds hold out. There are many places where it could be
used to good advantage, such as the Dippers, and Little Switzerland. A
bulldozer on skis, to flatten the bumps and fill in the holes, would be a Godsend.
Talking about Little Switzerland, . this wonderful trail was somewhat neglected last year because the new path from Kingsmere heights goes
around the sign post. Fred Richardson has promised to put a new sign in
a better place to divert the stream of traffic from the Canyon.
Led by John Clifford in the absence of their Captain, Bill Irving, the
Night Riders have again done good work in repairing the bridges at the
foot of Mort's hill, and helping to improve the Slalom hill. The Patrol and
first aid operations have been carried on as usual under the direction of
Alan Richardson. Bill Irving is back now and great things may be expected.
To our contributors and advertisers and to our advertising manager M.
J. Londeau who, as usual, has taken great pains in arranging the lay out
of this book in a most artistic manner, we extend our warmest thanks .

Fortune Lake, Ottawa Ski Club
Advertising by M. J. Londeau

Typography by Akins Printing Service
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Photo
Richard
Alexander

Just a picture of a member on
our sixty-mile trail system,
· maintained by the Club.

Life goes on an Easter Party with
the Night Riders, Ken Thomas,
Harvey Clifford and Bill Irving.
Photo Fred Dixon
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-LODGESCamp Fortune (Cafeteria & Ski
tows) - By ski from Old Chelsea, over
Canyon trail (3 miles) from Kingsmere ( 1% mile). Dunlop's ( 114 mile}
or Tenaga Station ( 4 miles). Continuous .Sunday bus service to Old Chelsea from corner ·G eorge and Dalhousie, first •b us 8 a.m. Daily bus
to New Chelsea and Wakefield,
8.30
a.m.
Sunday
train
(9.15
a.m.) to New Chelsea and Tenaga. Truck and sleigh connections
from New Chelsea Station to Dunlop's or Kingsmere. Good motor
roads from city to Kingsmere or
Dunlop's. Parking accommodation
at Old Chelsea (across creek) Penguin's, Kingsmere and Dunlop's.
Parking on roads strictly prohibited.

Pink Lake Lodge (Cafeteria)By ski from Kingsmere, 4 miles, all
downhill, or from Wrightville (3
miles) or by car from city along
Mountain Road (Turn up at Hill Top
Tea House sign).
Dome Hill Lodge (Cafeteria and
Ski tow)-By ski from Wrightville
(2% miles) or from Ironsides (172
mile) Street car to Wrightville, bus
to Ironsides.
Western Lodge--By ski from Camp
Fortune (About 3 miles). See the
Western Look-out, the best in the
Gatineau.
·
Tune in C.B.O. for snow conditions
6.30 to 6.45 p.m. Saturday or 8.59
a.m. Sunday.

FRONT COVER SUBJECT COURTESY OF C.P.R.
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Pink Lake Lodge,

Sun Bench Skiers

Ottawa Ski Club

Photos Fre d Dixon
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Beauties of the Gatineau Hills

Photo Fred Dixon
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Trails
From Old Chelsea to Camp Fortune: 1. .Canyon trail (marked Ridge road
on map) 2. Penguin trail, (ac1·oss rfields from Lemay's), 1 mile up from
Chelsea on Kingsmere road.
From Old Chelsea to Dunlop's-Willingdon trail, (across fields, right of
Meach Lake road).
Frorri near Kingsmere Heigh.ts to Camp Fortune--1. ;Skyline, 2 Little Switzerland, 3. Pleasant Valley (to the left, from foot of Top of the World,
avoiding .Canyon).
From Dunlop, (ascending)-!. Dunlop road. 2. Lake Trail. 3. Home run.
4. Sunrise.
From Camp Fortune--1. Wrightville trail ('By Camp Fortune Lane, and
George's to Kingsmere Lake, across lake and by Mica Mine trail to
Pink Lake, thence by Pink Lake trail to Wrightville (9 miles). 2. Highland trail, by Bonnie . Brae·. 3. Merry~Go-Round by Bonnie Brae. 4.
Western trail to Western Lodge. 5. Home Run (north side of creek,
from ski tow) to Dunlop's parking lot.
A map of the trails may •be procured at McGiffin's, 80 Sparks St.
From east to west, south of Dunlop road or creek. (Camp Fortune Lodge
faces straight south).
1. Sigurd's jumping hill. 2. Slalom ·hill (with ski tow). 3. Morning After
hill. 4. The Canyon. 5. ·.camp ¥ortune Lane. 6. Practice grounds or
nursery slopes. 7. Bonnie Brae. 8. The Dippers, .west from top of
Bonnie Brae. 9. Traveler's hill. 10. The knoll of Camp Fortune.
From west to east, north of creekFacing south: 1. Great Divide, 2. Mort's hill (with ski-tows). 3. The
New hill.
Facing north, on reverse side of Mort's hill: 1. ·Corkscrew (going west).
2. Cotte du Nord (to Dunlop's). 3. Casse-Cou (unfinished).

PLACES TO SKI IN OR NEAR OTTAWA
1. Rockcliffe Park.
2. Experimental farm slopes.
3. Fairy Lake slopes (1 mile .from Wrightville street car terminus).
4. The Ironsides slopes, from Wrightville. Pine Hill, halfway hill, Dome Hill.
5. East Templeton hills, north of .Gatineau Mills, North Shore.
6. Green creek slopes (on Montreal road, South shore) 5 miles from city.
7. Pink Lake slopes (5 miles .from city.)

LODGE ETIQUETTE
1.
.2.

3.
4.
5.

Before entering the lodge, shake the snow off your boots .
Show your badge to the checker. Your badge should be sewn on your
slacks, not carried loose in your pocket . Pay the guest fee if you are
not a member. It will be refunded to you if you purchase a members·hip
at McGiffin's, 80 :Sparks St., within 2 weeks.
Hang up your haversack at once. Don't throw it on a table. There are
plenty o.f hooks.
Don't take any more table space than you need. Be ready to share with
some one else.
After your meal, clean up your table or place. Put all papers, boxes,
etc., in the stove, and other refuse in the garbage can. Don't leave anything on the floor.
·
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Norwegian designs
in all wool sweaters.Sizes 34 to 38.
Assorted prices.

Vt·sit our 8.ki Chalet
Panorama of Winter pleasure s-all inspired
by the theme of skiing. Warm practical ski
clothes, and all of the accessories to go
~
with them.
Est. 1870

~"!l.ft..~
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The Winter of One Hundred Days
just as well perhaps that we were
The winter of 1944-45 will go down
in history as the winter of one hun- spared that contraption commonly
dred days. The actual score was a known as "glorious spring skiing",
bit over that-one hundred and five the sliding or trying to slide over
in fact,-the ski season extending bare rocks and slush or hard crusted
from the early morn of December snow, which is as bad for the skis as
3rd to the late evening of March 18, for the skier's temper. As the snow
but these ,five additional days were was powdery at all times there was
obviously thrown in for good measure little need of waxing, and the new
by · a kind Providence. There were · waxing room built at great expense
also, before and after these dates, a by the club was very little used.
few brave attempts to slide on faith,
Let the story be told by our derocks and pine needles, but they are
voted
s~cretary, James Patrick, who
not included in the reckoning.
- was out every week-end of the season
Judged by the standard of quality and sometimes at mid-week, and
if not of quantity, it was the perfect kept a full diary of his trips:
winter, the steadiest and perhaps the
Sunday, Dec. 3rd ( + 140): Que
most delightful of all those that have
dia glorioso! (Is that Spanish or
brought l'ife to the Gatineau hills
since the opening of the ski age. It Latin, Jim?) To Chelsea by train.
was .good to the last drop, from the Met in with Dick Rivington and Mrs.
first to the last flake of snow, setting R., the latter setting such a withering
a pace and a pattern that should re- pace till I called quits at Chelsea
main as a model for all future win- Ridge, and was invited to set the
ters. . There was no dallying, fuss- pace after that. Wonderful condiing or hesitancy, either at start or tions, 16 inches of fresh snow, blue
finish, or at any time for that matter, sky. Canyon superb. Lodge in bad
no first or second stage or sad fare- shape; only west wing open. Went
well appearance, no suspension or home by George's, Highland Fling
interruption of any kind in the shape and Pink Lake.
of thaws, sleet ·storms, ra'ins, baneful
Sunday, Dec. 10 ( + 180): With
crusts or bitterly cold days, no half- Shirley to Old Chelsea· by 10.30 bus.
hearted attempts at the beginning or It had rained all day Friday in town,
convulsive throes at the end-just one but there were 6 inches powdery snow
hundred and five days of solid and on the hills. Met a young sailor, 3
marvelous winter. Any one who had years afloat, who had much trouble
the time and the inclination to do so climbing Chelsea ridge; found that
could rhave skied one hundred and five his cables were adjusted for downdays and nights in succession without hill! Met Carlyle· Heggveit, home
a stop. The show went on continu- from prison camp. Played around
ously froon the moment the curtain Traveler's and -Great Divide. Went
rose until it dropped and it was such home with Mr. Simpson. A grand
a gorgeous show that no one got bor- time.
ed, and the whole audience stood
Sunday, Dec. 17 ( +220): With
clamouring for an encore at the finish
---<but the curtain did not rise again. Shirley and Jan Rutherford. Missed
There was no April skiing, but it is 9 o'clock bus and had to wait till

WHERE WOMEN SHOP WITH
CONFIDENCE - FOR WARM,
ENDURING FUR FASHIONS
OF DISTINCTION!

• Alaska Sealskin
• Persian Lamb
• Platina Silver
and
Blue Frost
Muskrat Backs
• Russian Squirrel
and a complete
Collection of
Budget Furs for
the Junior Miss

will be found
. specially
attractive in

THE
DEVLIN

FUR
SALON

Monthly Terms
in accordance
with
Wartime Prices
and
Trade Board
Regulations

D€VLin'S- a GR€AT nam€ In FURS
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10.30. 6 inches more fresh snow
snowed hard all day. Canyon perfect. Work on lodge going ahead.
One fireplace finished. Large crowd.
Home with Sigurd and Senator Patterson. Very enjoyable day.
Sunday, Dec. 24 (+Go): To Old
Chelsea by ·bus with Helen and Shirley. Another fresh instalment of
powdery snow, clear blue sky, brilliant sunshine. Canyon swift and
smooth. "Mac" Mc·L ean back from
the wars with shrapnel wounds.
Helen and J with H. Cahill, W. McNaug·h ton and the Rivingtons to
Pink Lake and Wrightville. Wonderful new hill cleared thy. Night Riders
just .before Pink Lake Lodge. Home
by 6 p.m. A grand time.
Sunday, Dec. 31 ( + 100): To Kingsmere with t;he Marshalls, although a
bit feverish with flu. Left Fortune
with party of 8 for Western Lodge,
fresh snow. Caretaker Ormond on
duty. Back to Fortune, picked up
Shirley and nephew Bill back from
air operatio-ns.
Return trip by
George's and Highland Fling. Home
by 6. Very tired.
Sunday, Jan. 7 (+120) To Old
Chelsea 1b y 10 o'clock bus, despite bad
cold in chest and warning from very
good wife. Threatening sky and bitter east wind. Canyon a bit packed
but good. A very good crowd. Home
by car. Endoyed the outing but probably ought to have stayed in bed.
Sunday, Jan. 14 (-100): With
Fred Clifford in car to Kingsmere.
Terrific wind on Golf course, but
quite comfortalb le in the hills. 8
in~hes powdery .s now.
Canyon as
good as ever. Took Merry~Go-Round
with Fred, Gord. Smith et al. Dippers all smooth and fast. Biggest
crowd of season at Fortune, hardly
room to move. Southam Cup race
run off; several racers froze ears and
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nose. Home by Excelsior and Golf
cour·s e.
Sunday, Jan. 21 ( +70):
With
Sigurd Lockeberg, Earl Hardy to
Dunlop's. Bright sunshine. Lodge
crowded. Sigurd dared me to take
his track and had fast run. Nicest
day of the year so far.
Sunday, Jan. 28 ( +40): Left house
at 8 a.m. with Shirley and Noreenfull moon still shining. Met Margie
Dewar, Shirley Ashe and Fay Rochester (Noreen's chums) at bus
stop. Caught 8.30 bus. Much colder
at Chelsea. Clear sky, bright sunshine. Went by Little Switzerland,
excellent conditions. Humdinger very
smooth. One ski came off on Petticoat
lane and ran 150 yards by itself. To
Slalom hill after dinner with Sigurd
to see Ault Trophy race. Home by
Pink Lake. A beautiful day. Splendid time.
Wednesday, Jan. 31 (OO): To Old
Chelsea by taxi with Fred Clifford,
Gord . .Smith and friend. 3 inches fresh
snow. ·Cloudy. Trails in perfect condition. Took Dippers before lunch.
Back home in car with Bill Irving;
Sunday, Feb. 4 ( +40): To bus with
Shirley and Noreen, ibut queue looked
too long, so to ·s tation to catch train.
Large crowd. Canyon packed, har d
to stand up, but enjoyaJble. By Western trail to Keogan's and found Keogan's Lodge filled with our members
including (Rt. Hon.) Malcolm MacDonald.
Bonnie Brae in splendid
shape, fast and exciting. Fast run
across Golf course and home with
Mr. Simpson. Snow on trees made
the trails look like fairy land.
Sunday, Feb. 11 ( +240): Got to
bus stop about 8 a.m. in time to queue
up for third lbus. 4 inches fresh snow.
Down Canyon in blinding· snow storm.
Very changeable all day, brilliant
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sunshine, miniature blizzards and
cold blasts. Mort's, Traveler's and
Divide splendid. Shirley and I took
the Cote du Nord, much too fast for
my liking. Home at 5.30·.
Sunday, Feb. 18 (OO): Sigurd call. ed at 10.45 and took whole family to
Dunlop's. The kids were a bit put
out at such a late start. Plenty of
fresh snow and very fast. Nicest day
and best skiing of season. Lodge
crowded, hills jammed. A Red Letter
Day!
Sunday, Feb. 25 ( +40): To bus
stop early of a sharp morning. 4
inches fresh snow on hard base
caused iby rain. Fast ,g oing. Sun
came out strong. First crop of sun
bathers. Took Dippers, fast and
smooth. Had lazy day and enjoyed
it.
Wednesday, Feb. 28 ( +240): (Afternoon)-Clear day, bright sunshine.
To Kingsmere with Fred Clifford,
Florence and Shirley. Canyon a bit
jerky. Dippers first class.
Sunday, March 4 ( +7o): To Kingsmez·e with the Marshalls, Kathleen
Mdlroy and Dan Watson. Hard and
icy, terrific lback slip. Fast bumpy
ride on the ·Canyon. Warm sun. A
strong <b road hint that spring is almost here.
Saturday afternoon, March 10
( + 240): To Dunlop's with Sigurd and
young Eric Kihl. Bright enough day,
but trails a bit icy. Home by 7.
Sunday, March 11 ( + 140):
Wakefield, lb y train. Left at 9.15
back at 10·.45 p.m. A good time
a very long day. (For report of
see page 53).

To
and
but
trip

Sunday, March, 18 ( +360): By bus
to Old ·Chelsea and walked up road,
put on skis at .golf course. A very
fast ride down Canyon. Temperature
rose rapidly under strong sun. El-

mer Cassel was seen skiing in bathing trunks. Took easy time on sun
benches. Around Dippers with Phyl.
McKay and friends; coming back
took a spill on bare spot of Traveler's. Cannot remember a more beautiful day nor a better day's . spring
skiing, ibut if the weather does not
change, the season will fold up suddenly. (J>.S. It did!).
Had the winter lasted a couple of
weeks longer the membership 'of the
club would have reached and perhaps
gone beyond the 3000 mark. As it
was it stood just under the 3000c-a
high mark for all time. To say the
lodges were crowded would be putting it very mildly; as a matter of
fact there was barely standing room,
let alone sitting room, and the thirst
of the skiers was such that the well
nearly went dry. At the Pink Lake
lodge, the number of visitors recorded over a week-end was 962, whereas
it never went .beyond 250 in former
years, thus showing the value of the
improvements made at the lodge and
of the splendid cafeteria service run
by our friend Major Hancock.
- - - V- --
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8kt.ers
wtl/ appreci0:te
our

Catert.ng Services
We furnish the food to satisfy appetites whetted to keenest edge by a
run on the ski trails.
Individual box lunches can be prepared or parties of skiers may order
tasty, substantial food to be served hot or cold.
A hot supper prepared and served by our catering staff for after-ski
parties at home, will add the finishing touch to a glorious day on the hills,

.

Call Miss Fennell or Miss Adams, our catering experts, 5-1401 and make
arrangements with them, EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

mORRISOn - LHmOTH·E

Echo Drive

BRKERY LlffiiTED

MAKERS OF

Pan- 0andy Vitamin B Breads·
WHITE, BROWN, WHOLEWHEAT & JUMBO

,

in New Togs from
Murphy-Gamble's

Ready ... at the drop of a snowflake to
take to the trails in the smoothest,
gayest garb you ever wore! The most
workman-like, too. Suits are streamlined to cleave the air with an arrow's
swiftness. Weather-proof fabrics are
proof against biting gales. And colorful
accessories add the right, bright touch.

Sketched: Gabardine Ski Suit.
Navy with red. brown with yellow.
At ••. 33.95

Second Floor
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•
Competitions Held 1n
1945

by

John Clifford

In collegiate competition nearly
one hundred students participated in
the races held for them. From this
splendid representation there can
be only one conclusion: that skiing
is beginning to take the spotlight in
Canada's winter sports program.
Glebe Collegiate teams were supreme in the boys' competitions and
the Lisgar girls copped the "femmesde-s-k i" honours. The individual stars
in .the girls' meet, the boys' crosscountry and the Downhill and Slalom
events were respectively: Audrey
Dunne and ElizaJbeth Duguid, Ray
Mulvihill, and Guy Laframboise and
Ronnie Baillie.
In the Open Competitions the big
events were the Lake Placid Invitation Meet a t New Year's, the Ottawa
Ski Club Championships, and the Gatineau Zone •Champioinships.
At l.ake Placid, Bruce .Heggtveit
and John Clifford showed their heels
to many top-notch Norwegian, American, and Canadian stars to take
down secorid and third place, respectively, in the Open event. In the College ranks, Harvey Clifford took the
honours in the three-way competition.
The Nig.ht Rider team copped the
honours in the Downhill event and
placed second in the three-way competition.
In the Ottawa Ski <Jlub Championships two new champions were
crowned: Mary McLennan Blissett
and Bruce Heggtveit.
The Journal Trophy for the Gatineau Ski Zone Ohampionships, as
usual, attracted a large number of
stars to the slopes of Skiskule and
the Slalom hill. They included "Ivor"
and "Jack"' of the R.N.A.F., who had
each showed our best skiers a few

tricks at Lake Placid. Also five of
the Laurentian Zone's best. racers
were invited to take part.
Unfortunately, not from the spectators viewpoint, the hills were frozen solid with glare ice in many
places. Of the seven competitors
who ran the hill wide open and stood
up, Harvey Clifford's time was the
fastest, with Hec Sutherland of Montreal taking the Junior honours.
The Slalom hill was equally icy for
the Slalom events. It was Harvey
Clifford's day all the way as he skillfully won both Slalom runs to take
the trophy from his nemisis Bruce
Heggtveit. In the Junior event Hec
Sutherland defeated his nearest rival
Ronnie Baillie to take the honours.
In this analysis of the racing
season we could not neglect the lads
under sixteen years of age. In their
four-way .meet, the youngsters showed exceptional skill in all events. In
the winner, young ·Geoff. Crain, the
Club has skiing potentialiti~s and we
hope he continues in the racing world.
Nor can we neglect to mention the
return of many of the Club's best
skiers from the Armed Forces. A
hearty welcome is extended to
Eugene Heggtveit, Ted Graves, Ken
Thomas, Harry Green, Frank MacIntyre, Bud Clark, and many others
and may they all take up where they
left off.
This article would not be complete
without some mention of the men
who make our competitions possible.
Thanks to J. Taylor, J. Clifford, F.
Dixon, C. Fuller, F. Hanna, S. Parsons, Rev. Father J. B. Zachary, B.
Irving, B. Heggtveit, E. Condon, J.
Oliver, B. Burke and the Night Riders.
Ski Heil!
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List of successful competitors in the events held in 1945
Gatineau Ski Zone Downhill and
Slalom Championships (Journal Trophy)

1. Harvey Clifford;
Senior 2. Bruce Heggtveit; 3. Alex. McDougall.
Junior-1. Hec Sutherland; 2. Ron
Baillie; 3. Bob Griffin.
Ottawa Ski Club Downhill and Slalom Championships (Alex West Memorial Trophy)
Men-1. Bruce Heggtveit; 2. Harvey Clifford; 3. Bill Burke.
Women - 1. Mary McLennan;
2. Audrey Dunne; 3. Hazel Kihl.
Interscholastic Cross - Country
Championship (Southam Trophy)
Glebe Collegiate (Ron Carwardine,
Don Kihl, Dalton Wood and Jim
Moore).
Individual Winner-Ray Mulvihill.
Interscholastic Downhill and
lom Championship (Arthur Ault
morial Trophy)
Glebe Collegiate (Ron Baillie,
Carwardine, Don Kihl,
Moore and Dalton Wood).

SlaMeRon
Jim

MEN'S

Downhill:
Individual Winners Guy Laframboise; Slalom: Ron
Baillie.
Interscholastic Girls' Downhill and
Slalom Championship (Mrs. Ro.bert
E. Maynard Trophy)
Lisgar C-ollegiate (Joy Dover, Elizabeth Duguid, Nora Machado
and Flora Robertson).
Downhill:
Winners lndividu~l
Janeth Rutherford; Slalom: Audrey Dunne.
Skimeister Championships
Senior-1. Paul Pharand; 2. John
Clifford; 3. Alex McDougall.
Junior ·(Emile Danjaw Trophy)
1. Geoff Crain; 2. Dille Albert;
3. Hammie Quain.
Peliminary Slalom
Men-1. Harvey Clifford; 2. Russell Smart; 3. Ron Baillie.
Women-1. Jeannette Drouin; 2.
Mary McLennan; II. Janeth Rutherford.

---V---

WEAR
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HEGGTVEIT
SPORTING GOODS
Specialists in Ski Equipment and Repairs
Albert & O'Connor Opp. Bell Tel. and Hunter Bldg. Ph. 2-5656
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TELEPHONE 3-1084

Complete Adult
·ski Outfit

$14 •95

Consisting of
• Chalet Skis
• Leather Boots
COMPLETE
• Chalet Bindings
• Tonkin Cane Poles
• Metal Treads
• Bindings mounted on Skis
and fitted to Boots

Everything foi:
the Skier

187
SPARKS
STREET

PHONE
5-1481

The Standard Drug Store .
PHRRmRCI( CRRN(RU
138 RIDEAU ST.

DIAl {

3-5603
3-5604
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Hail - and Farewell
By Mike c;;ardener
One warm sunny day last March,
having splashed through slushy snow
and floundered through freshets, with
clumps of the newly exposed vegetation sticking to my Klister, I shot
up to the Look-Out after that last
slope -b ack from the Canyon and
kicked off my skis more sadly than
ever before. For it seemed then certain that the moment marked not
only the last of skiing for that season
but also the last time I should ski at
Camp Fortune.
I am still here, skis all ready,
awaiting even more eagerly than in
past years the first snowfall. But this
time I know it will surely be the
last; and so perhaps better than
those who can confidently anticipate
many winters, each offering several
months of the greatest of all outdoor
sports, I can appreciate what it has
meant and what it means to leave it.
During my 5 years' stay, Canada
has given me much. I have explored
by canoe parts of the limitless lakes
and streams and forests stretching
from the very bounds of the City. I
have been tanned .by the warm Sum-:
mer sunshine, ·b~neath marvellously
clear .b lue skies such as are - surpassed nowhere in the world. · I have
seen the sudden and dazzling advent
of five Springtimes and have been
rendered speechless by the overpowering glory of five Canadian
Autumns. But nothing I knew before
I came here or have known since has
given nie the same joy as skiing, and
I know that this preference for the
sport is shared by all enthusiasts,
young and old.
What I want to tell you, meeting
old friends again for the last time

before I leave, is simply how lucky
you are. Never a winter will come
for me, away in som.e country where
real snow is unknown, but the old
familiar longing will return. Do not,
I beg you, take your fortune too
much for granted. By recalling from
time to time, as you glide over the
pure crisp snow some sparkling day,
that over the greater part of this
earth's surface · no such matchless
joy is available, you may well derive
additional delight. And even in those
places where snow may cover the
land the same facilities seldom exist
as are met here. Fairy Lake, t he
Farm, are at your very door-step
and even "them thar hills" of Camp
Fortune are so near that they tantalize our sight Summer and Winter,
filling us with memories and yearning.
We who so love the sport have no
need to explain its fascination to
each other. For us the longest Winter
is all too short, the heaviest snowfall too light. Perhaps some of us
can rememtb er a time before we skied.
What started us and confirmed us
thereafter, in common with all who
have once started, as devotees? Or
what prevented us from starting before? In my case a permanently injured knee at first made it a seeming
impossibility:
others
may
have
thought themselves too old or h~ve
hesitated for other reasons.
There is a story told of a man, no
longer young, who fretted and sulked
through many winters in town until
at last a wise, and proba:bly desperate wife induced him to try
skiing. From the first day he was a
changed man and it is even said that
he dons his ski cap as soon as he
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gets up each morning and shaves and
bathes, whistling lustily the while,
with it on.

A friend of mine, still unconvert ed
because he has never tried, pQints
Qut jeeringly the indisputable fact
that skiing. is merely the application
of a law of Mechanics which states
that a free body will tend to descend
a plane inclined downwards. Or,
what goes up must come down . . .

Our
Personality Coiffures
are easy to care for

LONGER . LASTING
REASONABLY PRICED

•
PHONE 2-4889
FOR APPOINTMENT

•

JUHE'S
·BERUTY SRLOD
99 RIDEAU STREET

P ut like that the assertion defies
argument and causes me to stammer
and remain at a loss for words.
Memories even CQme to my mind of
toiling and sorrowing up that long,
long trail a-winding from Chelsea to
the Top of the World. Wit.h shame I
can even recall how sometimes, between gasps for every breath, I have
fleetingly wondered why in Heaven's
name I was there at all. But then, a
moment later, I want w tell my
friend of the rejoicing that came at
the first portion of the downward run
and which increased with each new
slope until it ;became one of the
greatest thrills an able-bodied, redblooded being can experience. I
would like to put him amQngst the
hilarious, eager, colourful throngs at
the Union Station or at the Bus Terminal early on a Sunday morning and
show him that moving forest of skipQints. He should be in the riotous
crowds running for a place Qn one of
the horse-drawn sleighs waiting at
Chelsea for the trip to· the foot of the
trails. He would . see the bright
morning sun setting, the deep fluffy
snow glittering with new entrancing
beauty at each bend of the track and,
after a morning spent over the wonderfully varied trails Qr practising
his turns on one or other of the hills,
he would have to admit that food has
never tasted· so good as when cooked
over a stove at the Lodge. And when
he returned late in the day, a little
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weary perhaps ·b ut very content, to
the comfort of a pair of soft slippers
and, if he had been careful with his
rations, to an eagerly anticipated
glass, he would without question be
a better and happier man.
If these pictures did not tempt him
sufficiently we might add how he
could have fun the moment he first
put on skis. Remember how it was
with us when, equipped with ·b rand
new skis, :b oots, .h arness and poles
(all for $12.95 or so) we first ventured timidly out? We found more
ways of falling that day than we had
imagined possi'ble. When we had
sco-oped the snow out of eyes and
ears and mouth we found ourselves
gasping on the brink of slopes which
terrified us- but which we were to
despise next year. But just shuffling
a.Jong, precariously keeping upright
or falling headlong into snowdrifts,
we were on skis, one of the enlightened, the elite, great hearty outdoor .f olk! And we could be excused
if even that first evening we saw ourselves executing the perfect turns we
had witnessed or flashing fearlessly
down the most hazardous trails.
Yes, all those joys and many more
you and I have known and for me
the thought of leaving them is saddening indeed. But I shall remember
always with gratitude the bright
snowy Ottawa winters and the fine
friends they gave me and if I can
think that per.h aps my words may
persuade one person, now hesitating,
to take my place amongst the happy,
lu~ky skiing crowd I shall be content.

---V- - -
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IUILLIS
BUSIU(SS COLL(C(
DUUBHR SCHOOL

J. WILFRED KENNEDY
Principal

THE BEST POSITIONS
DEMAND
-EFFICIENT TRAINING

Enroll Now

Delay Brings Regrets

DIAL 3-3031

145v. Sparks Street
Registered with the Department
of Education under the
Tra4e Schools Regulatio-:1 Act.
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Every Fur Coat offered

by SIMON-FURS is a

HOLT RENFREW FUR COAT
which means the best
in guaranteed quality
and value!

••
SIMON-FURS-182 Queen Street
Now owned by HOLT RENFREW

&

CO., LIMITED
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After Thoughts Concerning
A Ski Trip to Camp Fortune
By Herbert Marshall

.

With the coming ·of early snow I our new members. The consequence
hunted out my ski equipment and is that hazards are added to skiing·
hoped the weather would be nice which a little more care and t houghtover the week-end. Sund·a y came fulness could entirely · eliminate. Also
clear and cloudless. In a· car loaded the comfort and attractiveness of the
with kindred spirits we set off for lodge itself and its immediate surKingsmere and were soon climbing roundings are rendered less by the
the initial obstacles to those thrilling same lack of consideration and
rides into Camp Fortune. The Cany- thoughtfulness.
on was in excellent condition. Mort's
Many signs and notices have been
hill and the Great Divide were alive placed inside and outside the lodge
with swiftly moving figures and the which if read and observed would add
snow was broken 1b y trails leading considera·b ly to the safety, satisfacin every · direction.
tion .and comfort of the members.
· Everywhere were signs of improve- The admonitions and requests which
ments which were the result of plans these signs set forth make small demade several months earlier. The mands on skiers, in fact, they only
genius and enthusiastic activity of call for a Ji.ttle thoughtfulness. On
the Nig.h t Riders was apparent in the Sunday of which I write there
many places. Outstanding among were many indications of disregard
the changes were the . improvements of ski etiquette. Standing skiers were
made on the slalom tow hili, the con- strung along the bottom of Mort's
version of the "Morning· after" by ·hill, . it was being_·c limbed from .all
nieans of a bulldozer into a vastly im- angles, and the o'utrun . instead'' of
proved downhiii run, and -last,: .tint being '\}Sed for exit only as the signs
not least, the creation of another tow call, f()r . was being used both ways.
near Mort's hill.
Skiers should ·leave the centre of the
hill
strictly for those who are coming
Every year sees more facilities,
more conveniences offered to members down and should climb only in the
at a very small fee and the day's ski- outside areas. Disregard of this rule
ing was made all the more enjoyable will certainly result in accidents from
because of the thoug.h t that the com- collision. No one should linger at the
ing season will be more pleasure- bottom of a hill after a run. Move
packed and thrill-packed because ·of over to the side at once, out of the
.way. It is also advisable for the inthe new developments.
expert skier to do his or her practice
i These
pleasurable anticipations, - on sma1ler hills until ski-contr ol has
however, were a little spoiled by one been acquired. There were the usual
consider ation. The Ottawa Ski Club cases of p eople who hl;ld fallen not
has now become a very large organ- getting up as quickly as possible and
ization. Last year we had nearly clearing the way for others. You
3000 members. In the old days a can h ave ·your laugh over y our fall
~mailer membership had a higher after you scramble out of the way. It
sense of ski etiquette. The tradition will be just a s funny t hen but will
has not been handed down to m any of not be funny at all if someon e runs
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into you or has a dangerous fall because you are in the' way. Of course
there were the holes made by those
who had fallen and which they had
neglected to fill in and cross-check
which is one of the cardinal rules of
ski etiquette.
At Camp Fortune Lodge itself
there is much need for a tightening
up in ski etiquette. Those skiers who
through laziness leave their skis on
the ground instead of putting them
on the racks or erect in the snow are
a nuisance to all those who do regard
the rules. Others disregard the numerous signs which ask that no skis
be placed against the walls of the
lodge. Have they no pride in keeping their lodge attractive? Frequent
repainting costs money which might
otherwise be spent· on making more
hills and trails. As to the inside of
the lodge, it is, of course, impossible
to maintain throughout the weekend the spick and span look given to
it by our zealous caretaker. Hundreds
of skiers inevitably' muss it considerably by tramping through it
with snowy boots. But a vast improvement is possible. Perhaps 90%
or more of our members do their best

LIFE

to keep it tidy. The remainder spoil
their efforts by throwing paper and
remnants on the floor and leaving the
remains of their meals on the tables.
Deposit your papers and leftovers in
the receptacles which are prepared
for the purpose and be sure to leave
your table as clean as you would like
to have one when you sit down for
your own meal. Take pride in your
lodge and make it as clean and attractive as possible.
There are still some who leave their
packs and extra sweaters on the
tables while they go out to ski. Hang
these up on the walls. Hangers are
there for that purpose. Think of
those who are looking for table room.
If such points of ski etiquette are
strictly observed by all our members
we shall be making the most of our
facilities and enabling all to enjoy a
maximum of pleasure in the . Club.
With our present membership it is
more necessary than it ever was that
every skier take pride in his membership and should resolve to live up
to the highest standards of ski
etiquette.

- - - Y - --

INCOME

ACCIDENT . INSURANCE
BLANKET EXPENSE ACCOUNT
INCLUDING TREATMENT BY

OSTEOPATH or CHIROPRACTOR

4-9659

IAN R. JOHNSTONE
202 QUEEN ST.

2-9438

.,

Casual Elegance for Ski Dramatics~rom

our ski toggery and accessory

collections.

OTTAWA

CANADA
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Healthful outdoor recreation _during the winter months
cannot be. better enjoyed by young and old, than on
skis and toboggans made in a factory where top ranking
workmanship is a byword.

- ~-;\~

PETE~OU6H
AND

TOBOGGANS
We urge you to inspect our· products at your local
dealers and judge for yourself in regard to our design
and quality and workmanship.

THE PETERBOROUGH SKI HOD TOBOGGHU COmPHUY
PETERBOROUGH -

ONTARlO -

CANADA

A Division of

THE PETERBOROUGH COHOE COmPHUY LimiTED
makers of world famous Peterborough canoes.
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Ski Tows and Ski Towing
Ski-towing is one of the big winter
time industries in the Laurentian district north of Montreal and the humming of busy ski-tow motors is heard
all over the land. When not in the
actual process of being towed up,
practically the whole ski population
is waiting for a chance to be towed
up, or rushing headlong down hill to
be towed up again. Up and down,
down and up, all day long, a continuous merry-go-round. Arrivals ·b y
train, bus or c-a r, make a bee line for
the nearest ski tow. It is a poor hill
that has not got at least a rope tow.
Mont Tremblant, whose · hoary height
rises three thousand feet above sea
level, boasts of a more pretentious device: a lift with comfortable chairs,
pulled by a steel cable. Elsewhere, the
winding, snake like rope, is supreme.
The difference between the two types
is mainly one of comfort, _but comfort comes high, even if it is cold
comfort. With a good rope, a set of
pulleys and an old motor, not too
asthmatic, costing a few hundred dollars all told, one is all set to start
a towing ·b usiness, whereas a lift may
easily run into five or even six figures.
The idea behind this wholesale mechanical hoisting up of people is to
spare them the strain of climbing so
that they may devote the whole of
their time and energy to the acquirement of proiiciency in "Schussing", "Slaloming" or "Stopping" and
achieve the dream of every skierthe perfect turn or the perfect stop.
It does not appear however that this
proficiency, when acquired, is put to
much use; ski-tow graduates remain
ski-tow addicts and seldom venture
outs~de their hill.
The only people
seen on the trails are the grey-beards.

The young generation is all a-skitowing.
Advocates of towing, and particularly owners of commercial tows,
look upon it as Progress with a capital P. Opponents of the system
claim that it is a step backward, a
sort of degeneracy, a system of all
play and no work, just as bad for
Jack as all work and nq play. Climbing, they say, is an art that should
be fostered just as much ae slaloming; a little herringboning is good
not only for the skiers 1b ut also for
the hill. Under the incessant down
traffic, all one way, a slope soon gets
cut up, gouged out to such an extent that it becomes unfit for the
practice of turns. A two-way ski
traffic, up and down, should be encouraged at all times to maintain the
snow covering in good condition.
However, climbing has 'b ecome such
a lost art to-day that when an overloaded tow breaks down under the
strain, people merely stand around,
and wait until it is repaired. The
idea that they could get to the top
without artificial traction does not
even seem to enter their heads. They
are lost without a ski-tow; ski-towing has ·b ecome part of their existence, a dope without which they cannot. live.
A heroic remedy has been suggested-Listen to this oh ye, Slalomers!:
Give points for skill and - speed in
getting to the top of the hill as well
as in getting to the bottom, in slalom and downhill races. Limit the
mechanical traction to hills over 300
feet in a vertical height-a most excellent suggestion which, I am sure,
will be heartily endorsed by all concerned, save perha-p s the contestants.
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Fortunately, ski-towing has not as
yet made much headway in the Gatineau hills. There are only two skitows in operation, ·one on the Slalom
hill of the Ottawa Ski Club at Camp
Fortune, the other at Wakefield, and
both are comparatively new. Only
ten years ago, at ~very meeting of
the Club, any suggestion of a tow
was received coldly when not actually howled down. Some one would invaria,bly rise and express the fervent
hope that the peaceful serenity of
the valley of ,camp Fortune would
never be disturbed <by such noisy
and malodorous contraptions . This
firm stand weakened a .bit when the
Slalom hill, with its 40{)! feet elevation came into being. The climbing
was found a 'bit of a strain, and in
1937, for the first time, a mild suggestion that a tow be tried-just a
cheap one, you know-was not strenuously opposed. Now that we have
had a tow-or the makings of onefor the past few years, there is a
very strong demand for more. They
want another one on Traveler's hill,
one on Mort's hill, and even one on
Dome hill, at Ironsides, and at Pink
Lake. In fact they would have a sue. cession of tows from Wrightville to
Camp Fortune, wherever the land is
level or rises instead of falling down,
thus doing away with bus or car
transportation. This is a very big
order.
It is pointed out, and perhaps
rightly so, that there is not the
slightest danger of our morals being
affected by towing, because our skiers
are of a hardier 'breed than those
of the Metropolis. True there is a
bunch of ski-tow addicts clinging to
the rope from the moment it starts
moving until it stops at night, but
they are a small minority and mostly
newcomers. The spirit of adventure
still runs high among our members;

.

281 BANK

3-1050

•
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cross country tours are being indulged in as much as ever. · The number
of hikers taking the long trail to
Wrightville has in fact risen from
200 to 1000. Perhaps the chicken
dinners now 'being serve·d at the Pink
Lake Lodge by ou~ friend Major
Hancock have had something to do
with it, ·but it would seem at any
rate that the operation of one skitow has not caused any appreciable
degeneracy.
A question of cost arises however
which has to be taken into consideration. The operation of a ski-tow, let
al{)ne the cost of installation on a
rough hill, is expensive; a tow that
is operated only once a week, however well patronized, hardly makes
ends meet. If there were three tows
instead of one, in the valley of Camp
Fortune, the probability is that each
one would be run at a loss. When
ski-towing becomes an expensive
luxury, the question is, how far is a
clUib justified in providing out of current revenue a service which, after
all, is of doubtful necessity.
The "makings" of a rope tow are
comparatively cheap, but the hill may
require extensive alterations, very
costly when the hard Laurentians
rock is encountered. There may be
bumps on which the rope drags, causing it to wear out very quickly, or
ne(!essitating "breaks" that is, changes in rope levels, which increase the
traction and slow up the service. A
new rope costs nearly $200; a slow
service may reduce the num'ber of
fares below a paying level. These
bumps have to be eliminated, generally blasted out. Some $2000• has already been spent on work of this
kind on the Slalom hiT!, and an expert from afar-wh er e experts generally come from-'---Called for a further
expenditure of $10,00(} to make the
hill perfect. Several hills in the

C/Jancing
rRe/reshments
Courteous Service
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Less
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Montreal district have spent as much
as $15,000 on levelling work; they
could afford it because their tows
operate daily, not weekly. We are
not aiming at perfection.

2 FLOOR SHOWS
DANCING
NIGHTLY

Aylmer Road

3-3456•

DINE & DANCE
NIGHTLY

8tandt.shaf/
. [/{ate/
J. P. MALONEY ,Pres.

2-2603

Awkward breaks, on steep parts,
and a complicated arrangement of
pulleys resulting in heavy traction
and slow service, prevented for a
long time the smooth running of our
Slalom ski-tow, ·built as everyone
knows by Hubert Douglas. Spasmodic
and not always judicious attempts
were made to remove the bumps.,the cause of the trouble--but it was
only in the fall of this year, in 1945,
that a determined effort at improvement was made under the supervision
of Vice-President Herbert Marshall,
George Brittain and Hubert Douglas,
with the advice of Alan Hay, the
Superintendent of the Federal District Commission. Conditions have
been greatly improved. There are
still two "breaks'', but they are on
flat surfaces, and the system of pulley arrangement is now almost normal. People clinging 'to the rope
will no longer have their arms pulled out of their sockets, the service
wi11 1be speeded up and the rope won't
fray so quickly.
Our present ski-tow has a great
advantage in the fact it now serves
four distinct hills, the summits of
which are fairly close to each other,
thus avoiding excessive concentration at any time on any one slope.
It is also used to some extent for · the
return journey to the city. These
four hills, all facing north, are
Sigurd's Jumping Hill, Joe Morin's
Slalom hill, George Brittain's Morning After hill and the Great Canyon
Slope. The first two are almost adjoining, being separated by a ·narrow
strip of trees. The top of the Morning After lies a few hundred feet
west of the Slalom; still a little far-
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ther west is the top of the Canyon.
The elevation' of this range is about
1200 feet-or about 1100 over the
level of the Ottawa River which is
only 130 feet wbove sea level, at the
Rid~!au Canal locks.
Their vertical
height over the floor of the valley of
Camp Fortune, which for · practical
purposes is the only one that needs
to be considered, is only about 400,
feet, ibut as it is distributed over a
fairly long surface, it affords ample
o.pportunities for slaloming. On the
reverse side,- the land falls fairly rapidly towards Kingsmere (1% mile)
Old Chelsea (3 miles) and Wrightville (9 miles) where other means of
transportation may be picked up.
It might be recalled here that this
range was discovered and the clearing
work started some twenty years ago
by Captain T. J. Morin, better known
as "Joe" or the "Old Man of the
Mountain" to the Ski Fraternity. To
Sigurd Lockeberg, who wanted to get
away from periodically collapsing,
man-built ski to·w ers, we owe Sigurd's
hill, a natural slope of firm granitic
formation, proof against any gale or
any other natural or man-made disturbance, save perhaps an -earthquake
or an atomic bomb. Quite a lot of
blasting will still be necessary 'to put
this hill in usable shape over its entire length; when completed it should
be good for a 250 foot jump, as long
if not longer than any jump, natural
or arttficial, this side of the Rockies.
The Morning After. hill, little used so
far on account of its rough, unfinished condition has been greatly improved this fall iby George Brittain,
and is now one of the :best slopes
in the country. It is longer than the
Slalom, extending as it does right
down to the creek. It will :b e used as
an alternate slide when the Slalom
hill is reserved for competition, thus
doing away with one of the main
grievances of ski-tow users, who
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· were debarred from sliding after purchasing their tickets.
The clearing on .the Slalom hill,
done mostly by enthusiastic volunteers, has perhaps been carried to
an excess. We live and learn, but
unfortunately we do not live long
enough. It is now realized that it
would have been far better to leave
a few clumps of trees a.t the top and
in the center of the hill to protect
the covering of snow from the eroding effects of the wind. This has been
the general experience all through
the Laurentians and the Adirondacks
where the wholesale slaughtering of
trees has left huge, wind-swept and
unsightly gaps in the hills. Re-planting is now- ·being advocated but it
will be many years before the ill
effects of this destruction are overcome. Our best slopes in this· respect
are Mort's hill and the Nursery
Slopes, near Camp Fortune; they are
more like wooded glens and retain a
good covering of snow throughout the
winter. The Morning Mter may also

be said to belong to this class. Sufficient trees have ;been rei:ained to protect the snow covering.
If other ski tows are •b uilt at some
future time, it is believed that they
should he on Traveler's hill and near
Mort's hill. The first would encourage the _use of Traveler's from the
very top and save a bit of a climb to
those who want to return home by
the Merry-Go-Round ·o r the Highland
trail. The · second, going up to the
top of the Look-out, some five or six
hundred feet east · of Mort's hill
would serve the Casse-cou (soon t~
be opened) the ·Cork-Screw and the
great Cote du Nord, along which
many other slopes could be opened.
A new Slalom slope would also be
laid out from the Look-out down
to the valley.

Let us hope that atomic energy will
then be available to run these tows,
and that the smell of gasoline will no
longer pervade the valley of Camp
Fortune.
- - -V - -- -

Night Riders working on new Jump Hill
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The Smallpox Scare of 1942
A few cases of smallpox were discovered in Ottawa that fall, to the
great astonishment of everyone. No
one knew where they came from, but
it was assumed that they came from
across the river. They were only
very mild cases, of the "walking"
type-that is, one could be stricken
and still be able to attend tea parties or the afternoon parade on
Sparks Sti:eet. Nevertheless, knowing that the disease may devel~p over
night from the most benign to the
most virulent type, the medical
faculty stepped in; they ordered the
segregation of all .cases and advised
vaccination for everyone.
Older
people, who had seen the scourges
of the past and still bore the marks
of the visitation, wrote to the papers
to advocate compulsory vaccination
. . . and then the fight was on. For
weeks · the controversy raged in the
local press, one paper being as usual
very much for and the other one very
much against any form of compulsion. The result was that practically
no one got vaccinated; however the
epidemic disappeared as suddenly as
it had come when the first real cold
wave struck the city early in January.

cinated within the last seven years
would forthwith be forcibly injected
with anti-smallpox serum.
When the order became known, the
readion among the fearless and independent breed of skiers was typical: "Oh yeah! I would like to see any
Hull vet trying to vaccinate me on
the train!" "Let them try to touch
me and see what happens," etc. They
talked Jb ig, the decree was taken as
a joke; why should skiers be vaccinated anyhow when, as everyone
knows, they are immune to all diseases? It ceased to 1be a joke, however, when a score of skiers some of
whom wore the red badge of t he Club,
were grabbed on the train and forcibly vaccinated ·before landing at Old
Chelsea.

Whereupon the officers of the Ottawa Ski Club to whom the incident
was reported directed the Secreta1·y
to write a strong letter of protest to
the Quebec Health authorities. The
letter was couched in dignified but
firm terms. It pointed out that the
Quebec authorities had no right
whatever to impose vaccination upon
the visitors from a friendly city; that
Meanwhile there had been no such the acceptance or refusal of vaccinlively public controversy in the trans- ation was one of the sacred and inpontine city of Hull; in fact there was tangible Rights of Man, as laid down
no controversy at all, prO'bably be- in the Magna ·Charta and by the
cause there are no daily news·p apers . French Revolution; that, if the Hull
there, but the Quebec Board of Health population had been vaccinated, as
took the matter in hand, with cus- the Board claimed, they should be
tomary thoroughness. They decreed sufficiently protected against the discompulsory vaccination, not only for ease and it was quite useless thereevery resident of Hull and vicinity but fore to vaccinate visitors merely goalso for any one traversing or coming ing through Hull; that in any case
into Hull from any place, thus vir- such order should not include skiers,
tually placing an embargo on human and particularly the members of the
traffic across the .bridge. Anyone Ottawa Ski Club; who lived on the
caught on a train and unable to pro- trail, in the wide open spaces, far
duce credentials of having been vac- from any known source of contagion.
1
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And the l_etter concluded :by stating and steaming hot cups of tea and
that skiers would continue going to coffee were passed all round. It was
the Gatineau hills and refuse, by simply heavenly. Some lunches were
force if necessary, to submit to vac- found a .bit skimpy after the long
tramp, but the farmhouse proved to
cination.
No reply >vas received to the let- be a · inexhaustible mine of supplies,
ter, and there was no way of know- and a quantity of eggs, butter, and
ing whether the Board hari been loaves of bread was brought by a boy,
crushed by the weight of the argu- whose head, by the way, was all bandments and would deJ:list from trying aged up, probably because he had a
to apply that foolish order, or whe- tooth-ache.
When the meal was over, a delether it would continue to do so. There
were no ski riders at the station the gation went to the farmhouse to
next Sunday morning, but observers thank the good farmer's wife :who had
reported the presence of a strong contributed so la1·gely to the success
police force on the train. It looked · of the party. The house was found
as though the members of the Quebec t eeming with children of all ages,

Board of Health were not amenable

some lying down, some sitting

to reason.
Nevertheless, the Club decided to
assert its rights. To avoid bloodshed
the skiers would not take the train,
.but invade the province from Rockcliffe a cross the river. It was most
unlikely that the sanitary cordon
would extend all the way down the
shores of the Ottawa River. Word
was quietly passed around, and on
Sunday morning, fifty plank hoppers,
including all the officers and stalwarts of the club, gathered in the
early morning, shot down the slopes
of Rockcliffe Park and struck across
the Ottawa River in the direction of
the East Templeton hills, a favorite
haunt of skiers in the early years of
the century. It was a marvelous day,
the snow was powdery, just right,
and the four miles of terr itory and
sixty-three fences that lay between
the Ottawa River and the hills were
crossed in record time. No member
of the Board of Health was in sight
anywhere. The skiers capered over
the hills to their heart's content all
morning and gathered for lunch at
one o'clock in a sheltered spot. Everybody had brought a lunch. Pots and
kettles were borrowed from a friendly farm house nea11by, a fire was lit,

but all of them wearing head bandages. On being asked what was the
matter with them, the good woman
said: "I don't know. · One of them
who works in Ottawa came in with a
rash and a ibit of a fever the other
day, and it has spread to all of them.
I wrapped them up in bandages so
that they would not scratch themselves." A medical student among
the crowd was called in and diagnosed
a clear case of small pox.
There were about fifty vaccinations
performed in Ottawa the next day,
more than theu had 'been during the
whole of the epidemic. No one got
the small pox, which was taken as a
conclusive proof that skiers are immune, vaccination or no vaccination.
C. E. M.
- --V- - --

\11),

For snow conditions,
tune in C.B.O.
6.30-6.45 P.M. Saturda ys
8.59 A.M. Sundays

Centre Spread Picture
CAMP FORTUNE LODGE
Photo Mike Gardner
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Try Mont-Tremblant Next Time!
By W. F. Lothian
"Where are you spending your
holidays this winter?" A few years
ago, this query might have been
directed :by one affluent party to another as both conjured up visions of
Florida palms or Bermuda sands. Today, it implies that all normal,
healthy Canadians should set apart
some of their annual holiday leave
for the winter season when ski-ing is
af its best. The -past decade has witnessed a remarkable boon in skiing.
Ski trains are not new to residents
of Ottawa who remem:b er the weekly
pilgrimages up the Gatineau line in
the early twenties. But easier access
to ski terrain, provision of good accommodation, and a remarkable improvement in individual ski-ing ability, have combined to induce a winter
exodus from cities to ski resorts that
latterly has taxed available facilities.
The Gatineau ski zone offers excellent ski-ing and a fine variety of
trails, but so far, only very limited
aC{:ommodation for weekend or extended stays in the heart of ski country. Consequently many Ottawa Ski
Club members and others who enjoy
winter vacations are finding new
worlds to conquer in the vast ski territory known as the Laurentianshills that are steeper, runs that are
longer, and accommodation -possessing the amenities that have not yet
been provided within easy reach of
the Capital. Perhap-s they are finding
even more than they had expected,
as did a small party from Ottawa
that spent the ibest part of a week
exploring the attractions at Mont
Tremblant, apex of the ski country
served by railway and highway from
Montreal.
The Mont Trem!blant region is the
most northerly of approximately nine

ski districts compnsmg the Laurentian ski zone. Here the country
reaches its maximum altitude in
Mont Tremlblant, eight miles long,
with two ridges which have elevation-s
of 3,100 and 2,900 feet respectively.
Lac Trern:blant, lying at the foot of
the southern slopes, has an altitude
of 850 feet, so the vertical rise to the
summit is lltbout 2,250' feet. Ski-ing
in the region .had its :birth in 1930
when the Red Birds Ski Club of Montreal held a race down the tortuous
path leading from the provincial
forestry fire tower on the summit
to the foot of the mountain. In 1932
the first Quebec-Kandah·ar down-hill
event was held on the mountain, and
from then on developments were
rapid.
The Wheeler brothers, proprietors
of Gray Rocks Inn, located about
three miles south of Mont Tremblant
on the shores of Lac Ouimet, opened
a number of trails in the vicinityone of which led directly to the
mountain-and huilt a stop-over cabin
on the summit. A campaign undertaken for funds in 1934 to carry out
trail developments met with good
support in -M ontreai and government
ciPcles at Quebec, and as a result the
Kandahar, Taschereau, and Dawes
Ridge trails were opened. The Quebec-Kandahar race, one of the most
publicized in ea-stern Canada, was
placed on the calendar as an annual
event. This race calls for a two-mile
downhill run with a vertical drop of
2,000 feet, combined with a slalom
run. Mont Tremblant was selected
as the site for the course as having
the only terrain possessing these
qualifications. Improvements in both
course and racing ability are indicated by the time for the first race in
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Mont Tremblant, showing the Flying Mile on the lower slope at left
and the Main Ridge to the right

Main Building-Mont Tremblant Lodge
Photo-W. F. Lothian
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1932, and that for 1938. The former
·was won with a time of over 15
mirrutes, the latter by Louis Cochand
in three minutes and twenty-one
seconds.
Local developments culminated in
the wake of a visit to the region in
1937 ,by Joseph B. Ryan, a young
Philadelphia Sportsman, who had
skied in many fields. Ryan was so
much impressed with the possibilities
of the region that he purchased property at the base of Mont Tremblant
and leased additional land in adjacent
Mont Tremlblant Provincial Park
f~·om the authorities at Quebec. The
following year, he commenced the
development now known as Mont
T remiblant Lodge, involving an outlay
of more than one million dollars and
comprising a modern .b ungalow hotel
with some 4()1 calbins, two modern ski
lifts, various shops and other buildings, and even a chapel. The entire
layout is designed in French-Canadian habitant style, with exterior
finish of whitewash and gaily colored roofs and gables. Inside, most of
the buildings are finished in knotty
pine.
A feature of the development, aside
from the buildings and lifts, is the
t r ail system cent ering on the Lodge.
Altogether, there are more than 40
miles of trails, many of them downhill runs, cut out on the southern
slopes of the mountain. The most
prominent is the "Flying Mile" a
swath cut straight down the steepest
slopes from the 2,000.foot level almost to the doors of the Lodge. The
lower lift parallels this course and
deposits passengers at the top of the
run. Connecting with the Flying
Mile are other trails down the mountain. Those commencing at the top
include the Kandahar, Taschereau,
N'ansen, and Rylan's R'Un. Dawes
Ridge t rail f ollows the main r idge
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westward to Johannsen Peak (3,100
feet) a distance of two miles from
the fire tower, and the Johannsen
Trail leads from the peak of that
name to connect with the Nansen
Trail near the foot of the mountain.
Other trails meet the requirements
of all types of skiers from beginner
to expert. The main trails are wide,
well brushed, ·well graded, and maintained by a staff detailed solely to
that work. Bumps and holes are filled daily, and icy spots covered. From
Mont Tremblant a trail runs southeastward which connects with the
famed Maple Leaf Trail, an overland
route some 80 miles long which
stretches from Laibelle to Shawbridge
and taps many of the leading ski
resorts in the Laurentians.
A few words a/bout the lifts. Instead of grasping a rope and hanging
on for dear life, one steps into a
cushioned chair and is swung smoothly up the mountain. The lower lift,
of the Alpine chair type, is 4,300 feet
long and has 79 chair s which carry
you from the 850 to the 2,000-foot
level. The u~pper lift, of Alpine
tractor type, is 3,600 feet long with
a vertical rise of 1,000· feet. On this
lift, hangers constructed in the form
of large anchors partly carry and
partly pull the rider up the mountain,
the ski maintaining contact with the
snow. The two lifts represent an investment of some $170,000. Single
rides cost 5(). cents, and an ali-day
ticket $3.00.
Let's take an imaginary trip up
the mountain. An attendant ushers
you on to the chair lift, and you begin the climb with your skis dangling
and poles in one hand. If there is a
breeze, the chair may sway slightly,
and .it looks a long way down to
some of the ramps that bridge the
hollows. Skiers flash by on the r ight
down the last str etches of the Flying
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rR.en/rew's
DEEP SLEEVE DRAMA IN FURS!
Dramatic deep sleeved fur coats that slide opulently
over your suit - even over your heavy tweeds. Fur
Coats more beautiful and more useful to you than ever
before.
Thanks to the freedom and comfort in the new
deep arm hole. See this heaven sent fashion interpreted
in many different furs in our outstanding collection.
149
SPARKS
STREET

DIAL

2-4207

Corner of O'Connor

FURRIERS PAR EXCELLENCE
OUR LABEL IS YOUR GUARANTEE

TRANSPORTATION
Now that the War is over and buses once again can
be placed at skiers disposal without restriction, we
look forward to a Season of mutual advantage.
With your cooperation · and help, we will give continuous ski bus service on Sundays to Chelsea.
HELP US TO HELP YOU
-)< Loading- can save time and get you there sooner.
-)< Line up behind bus and see that your skis are put in rack for
same - Remember your skis are your responsibility Be sure your skis go with you.
-)< Unloading will be at two points only in the city of ottawa
Corner of Bank & Wellington
Corner of Dalhousie & George
-)< Have your fare ready - Buy return trip tickets.

Gatineau Bus Company
LIMITED
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Mile. Now you reach the terminal,
and another attendant helps you out
of the chair. You can now stop to
take in the view, rest in a heated
loa.kout, start down the Flying Mile
or a less hazardous course immediately to the left, or continue on to
the top. Paradoxically, a short run
downhill followed by a slight climb
brings you to the next lift. Along
comes the arm, on which you half sit
and half lean, and you are drawn up
to the summit.
H~lf a dozen routes are now at our
command. So let us now take the
trail over to White Peak, the eastern
extremity of the mountain. Snow
usually lies on the summit to a depth
of five or six feet, and the trail
snakes along through snow-festooned
sprue~ and balsam.
From the peak,
a round wind-swept knoll, one can see
in all directions. To the north, the
typical rolling Laurentian landscape;
to the south, Lac Ouimet; southwest,
Lac Tremlblant, a long white ribbon;
and beyond, hills and hills. Now we're
on the way down Ryan's Run, and
what a ride! A sharp dip, then a
long swerving run to a level where
you can pull up; then another series
of twisting grades, fast but wide at
the turns, and a long swift swoop
down the principal schuss. the momentum of which carries you out to
the last drop on the Flying Mile. If
you're good, you can take it, perhaps
without a tumble; and if not, you
can brake, fall, or sit as circumstances dictate, and eventually make
the bottom.
Next trip, let's try the N ansen.
This is more like one of our good
Gatineau trails. In fact, it might be
six "Canyons" tied end to end. It
combines long swift descents with a
few moderate schusses and one or
two fast curves which can be negotiated by the average skier. It is
about three miles long-almost all
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thrills. It can be run direct from the
downhill-and is one of the most
popular runs. The lower part can be
run by diverging from the top of the
first lift to the Pere Deslauriers Trail,
and a long steady glide carries you to
the lower half of the Nansen:
Cooper's, the - Tower,. and - Beatty
Trails also provide fast running, but
the Taschereau and Kandahar we
can't report on-we didn't try them.
1\.nd of course, there is the Flying
Mile, a whirlwind of speed and

Trying out the Chair Lift,
Mont Tremblant Photo-W. F. Lothian
top of the lower lift, or can be combined with longer runs from the summit over the Tower and Mi-Chemin
trails, the latter starting on White
Peak. For variation, you have the
Bondurant Trail, mild enough · to
please anyone, which runs along the
skirts a thicket of pine in which · a
herd of deer is usually found. A
cross-country run to Devil's River
and Gray Rocks Inn takes in a couple
of fine practice slopes cut out on hills
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water systems. Some have a small
to the south.
First-class ski instruct ion, and a lounge with fire-place. The Cafe des
well-equipped ski shop are at the Voyageurs, a large structure, includes
disposal of visitors. Headed by big- . a .c afeteria and a large recreation
name pros, ',the Mont Tremblant room, and is devoted mainly to the
school has had as chief mentors such requirements of day guests from adwell-known performers as Hans Falk- jacent hostelries. A ski-shop, beauty
ner and Benno Ry,bisko, and a staft' parlour, and souvenir shop complete
of five or six assistants, which three the ensemble. Of the cuisine and the
years ago, included Johnny Fri·p p, a general appointments, we need only
graduate of the Ottawa Ski Club. say that they leave nothing to be
Guests and visi·t ors can book a course desired. A variety of evening and
of lessons, which when completed, en- bad-weather entert ainment keeps the
titles them to a diploma and pin, or guests occupied and contented.
In addition to Mont Tremblant
individual lessons can be taken from
the chief instructor down. A number Lodge, other accommodation is availof practice slopes, some of them able in the vicinity. Manoir Pinoteau;
providing good, fast descents, have about a mile from the mountain, on
been opened up near the lodge, and the Road to Mont Tremblant Station,
are well patronized by both tyros and is an attractive hostelry with a repuexperienced skiers.
tation for good food. Meilleur's . Hotel
The Lodge and its appurtenances halfway between the Lodge and Pinoare worthy of description: The main - teau's, and Lac Mercier Hotel, at the
station, also· provide accommodation
buildin~ - contains a large lounge, off
which '()pen wings containing the of a less exacting type. And of
a course, tht;!re is the well-known Gray
lounge,
another
dining-room,
tavern, arid a dance hall. Below the Rocks Inn, three miles away, which is
main floor is a large games room, reached from Ste. J ovite.
Altogether, the Mont Tremblant
and upstairs is dormitory accommodation. Almost across the road is a ski region has unrivalled attractions:
large .building devoted exclusively to the longest, fastest, and probably the
the accommodation of guests, and steepest ski runs in eastern Canada;
containing principally double rooms an altitude that usually guarantees
equipped with twin beds and baths. plenty of snow and good ski-ing conThe ca•b in accommodation embraces ditions; and the best in accommodaall types- single, double, and com- tion, instruction and good fellowship.
munity. Most of these units have We heartily recommend it!
self-contained heating. u~its and hot
- - --V---

OTTAWA'S MODERN · CENTRAL HOTEL

THE

BELLE CLAIRE
Harry MacMillan, Owner
TELEPHONE 2-7351
227 QUEEN STREET
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FOR SKI CLOTHING DESIGNED FOR MODERN SKIERS
FIRST TRY
MEN'S
SKI SHOP

CJ.JJuc}
o '~M' f!UHitiJ1
LADIES' SKI SHOP

CHILDREN 'S
DEPT.
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· CHIROPRACTOR
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PARTIES
Hay Drives and
Sleigh Drives

Ottawa

6feskey~s
6/ea fRoo~
Prescott Highway

lunches and Refreshments
DANCING NIGHTLY
Saturday open to 2 A.M.

LUNCH AND DANCING
FOR HEALTH AND RECREATION

We make All the Arrangements

Telephone 8-7355
DON GIBSON
Proprietor
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A Trip to Wakefield .
By James S. Patrick
It all happened this way: at an

executive meeting sometime last
winter in the midst of long discussions concerning rock cuts on the
Slalom Hill, the scarcity of labour,
the mounting price of ready roofing,
and such things-our worthy President had a sudden brain wave.
"I think," he said, "that one of the
executive should take a trip to Wakefield to investigate the skiing conditions- and accommodation there."
Nobody but Sigurd Lockeberg paid
very much attention. He removed his
pipe and looking over his spectacles
growled: "Why should we do that?
Do we want to entice our members
away from Camp Fortune? We don't
want to lose fees."
The President explained that it was
not a matter of providing competition for the clulb, . but of rendering
a service to our .memib ers who took
weekend trips and winter vacations
anywaYJ. And if we could .find a
place that was more accessible than
the Laurentians, and less expensive,
it was our responsibility to tell them
about it. He turned his eyes on me,
busy doodling on· the corner of my
pad, and announced:
"I think our secretary should go
up there some Sunday on a tour of
investigation and write it up for our
next year's annual."
I was not impressed, and continued
to draw my funny-looking men with
their long skinny arms and spindly
legs.
"Of course," he went on, with a
curious gleam in his eyes," we would
pay his expenses."
I sagged in my chair-this was
really too much. When I recovered
I pinched myself hard just to make

sure I wasn't dreaming. In the last
five years the minutes had recorded
hundreds of dollars of expense money
for :racers, delegates and the like,
but during the same period the secretary was obliged to supply his own
paper and pencils, and beg a few
stamps from the treasurer now and
again because he demurred at franking the club's mail.
·Could this gleam in the chieftain's
eye be one of insanity? Had overwork finally taken its toll?
A casual glance at the rugged features assured me that no such thing
had taken place. What I had mistaken for the possible indication of
an unsound mind was a manifestation of crafty malevolence. Being a
natural psychologist, he was appealing to my inherent canny thriftiness:
the only legacy of a long line of porridge-eating ancestors.
However, in spite of the special
inducement offered, it was late in the
season before I could make up my
mind to miss a day at Camp Fortune
for something unknown and untested. Thus, on a beautiful day in
March my wife and I found ourselves in a milling throng in the
Union Station waiting for the gates
to be opened. The train was late, as
is often the {!ase, and it was 9:30
before we surged through the iron
portals under the pressure of hundreds of people who were ibehind us.
Joining in the mad rush up the platform, we jogged half-way to the
Laurier Avenue Bridge 'b efore climbing into one of the end cars.
The Gatineau Train is not just another train; it is not only a means
of transportation-it is an institution. It really gives you a true picture
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BAR-8-Q
CHICK-N-PALACE

Where Chicken rR.eigns
374 BANK ST.
OTTAWA
NEAR ALEXANDRA HOTEL

DIAl 5-0159

most.
Ottawa
men

wear

HHTS
92 Sparks-2stores-209 Bank

of what is known as our "democratic
way of life," and presents a mor,e accurate crossection of our people than
can be found anywhere else. Those
smooth-tongued enumerators Wiho
Gallop all over the country asking
foolish questions on street c.o rners,
in beverage rooms and at church socials are just wasting their time.
When they feel one of those polls
coming on, all they have to do is take
the ·Gatineau Train of a Sunday
morning and canvass the passengers
from the first car to the last.
And this particular Sunday was.
no exception. The seats and aisles
of the long train were jammed with
humanity. Every rank and station
· in life was represented: filithe young
skiers with not a care in the world;
soldiers, sailors, and airmen; sedate
married couples and prim bachelor
girls; the butcher, the ibaker, the carpenter and the business man. Near
us was an aristocratic-looking gentleman in his late 60's dressed in a
tweed sport coat and grey knickers,
who spoke with an Oxford accenthe may ,have been an earl or a baron.
Opposite was an honest FrenchCanadian pere de famille with his
careworn wife and numerous brighteyed offspring. They all were there
.:_~i'!h and poor, young and old, the
untutored and the scholar-and with
one common purpose in mind: to
'spend a day in the Great Out-ofDoors.
Not less incongruous were the belongings of the passengers. Of course,
skis and poles predominated. But on
lhe racks, under the seats, and even
in the aisles, were haversacks of all
sizes and colours, kit-bags, valises,
suitcases, honey pails, bed-rolls, and
cartons of beer.
The · social atmosphere on the Gatineau Train is always the same: jolly,
informal and noisy. The up-trip and
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the down-trip only differ in degree.
For although on the return trip the
passengers look a little mussy and
somewhat jaded from a strenuous
day in the hills, a spirit of abandon
prevails. The cars reverberate with
shouts of laughter, and community
singing sometimes reaches deafening
proportions.
The train finally arrived at the
Wakefield station. Yes, the train
did---<but we didn't. The car we were
ln was 15{)1 yards from the platform
and we had to pitch our skis into the
snow...:bank and jump after them. But
this is all part of the game, so we
climbed over the wire fen-ce and walked ·back along the highway until we
came to the Manor House.
A·t this establishme'nt we were
heartily received 'bY the host, an engaging chap by the name of Smith.
He showed us into a substantiallyfurnished living room and told us his
plans for making a really modern
winter resort of his place. He apparently O·w ns about 400 acres of excellent skiing terrain behind the
hotel. We listened intently to his
enthusiastic and interesting recital,
but when we casually asked when
dinner was served he gently brO'ke
the news that his . reservations were
completely filled.
Our next port of call was Chateau
Diotte. The man behind the 'counter
was point-,blank: "No reservations--.:.
no~ c!in1;1ers-no lunches-no sandwiches- just potato chips :in cellophane bags and pop."
The outlook was decidedly bleak.
To exist <m potato chips and "pop"
until our return home-after 10 p.m.
-seemed too great a hardship to endure for the ·sake o.f publicizing the
advantages of skiing at Wakefield.
It was the height of ingratitude, so
this led me to explain my mission.
The man relented a bit and said
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Before the skiing season
gets under way, come on·
in to see our selections of
Parkas, colourful heavyweight ski sox. rnitts and
windbreakers. With some
of our sportswear, you'll
be one of the_best-dressed
skiers on the Gatineau
Trails this Winter.
Ottawa's Leading Men's &
Boys' Apparel Specialist
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perhaps we could get a meal if we
waited till after all the "reservations"
had eaten, but I would have to speak
to Madame Diotte in person.
As you may easily guess, Madame
had gone to Mass-so we waitedand waited. I don't know who the
good cure of that region is, but I
think he is in the right professionbut the wrong church. He should
have been a minister in the Scottish
"Wee Frees", where long-windedness .
was always considered a virtue. However, Madame .finally arrived and
after some persuasion agreed that we
should be served after all the others
-if there was anything left.
We then set out to look over the
hills in the vicinity, and following a
t·oad leading off the highway on the
outskirts of the town, towards Rockhurst, soon came to some splendid
rolling hills. This .would be an ideal
place for open skiing if the fences
were taken down at strategic spots:
there seemed to be a barbed-wire
fence at the foot of every good hill.
But it was a beautiful day- brilliant
sunshine and blue skies with a few
white fleecy clouds suspended here
and there-and despite a strong
spring sun the snow remained dry
and fast. It was almost three o'clock
before we were admitted to the
Chateau Diotte dining room. It is
quite artistically finished, with small
tables set around on a chequered
asphalt-tile floor. The food was excellent and we really enjoyed the
meal, particularly after such uncertainty and a seven-hour fast.
After dinner we started out to explore the territory 'behind the Manor
House. On the way we stopped for
a brief chat with the cordial Mr.
Srp.ith, who directed us where to go.
It was a long gradual climb up to
what is termed the slalom hill. Actually it is more of a corkscrew chute,
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and although probably it would provide thrills for the daring young experts, I doubt that the terrain is
such as to allow sufficient width for
real slaloming. However, my wife
and I decided without any discussion
that it was far beyond her skill and
my years. On the long smooth outrun we got real fast sliding and quite
enough thrill to satisfy our modest
capacity.
.
Afterwards · we made a tour of the
surrounding hills; and found the
countryside very interesting, although
we had to break trail most of the
time. In some places progress was
rather difficult, but very little work
would be necessa_ry to open up circuitous trails which .would relieve the
monotony of keeping to the one hill.
The evening meal was again a dinner and even better than the first:
roast turkey with all the trimmings!
We were quite taken by the comely
young Canadienne who waited on the
table. She had a soft, musical voice
and spoke with a delightful accent.
Her face was as impassive as that of
a croupier, and the efficient way in
which she served so many tables was
worthy of a waiter at the Chateau
Laurier.
After dinner we had only time to
grab our skis and dash to the station
-at least, that is what we thought.
But as usual, the train had stopped
at every big tree to pick up the stragglers, and was more than an hour
late. This gave us a long wait, but
thereby hangs a tale . . .
·
During the interval, we strolled
:about talking to friends here and
there-incidentally I was again taken
for Neil Colville, the famous hockey
player, which is always extremely
flattering but highly embarrassing ..
However, I gradually became aware
that we were being shadowed by a
man whom I recognized as the desk
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PLRUnT
Hardware Co.

SKIS
Maple.:................ 2.25 to 7.50
Ash....................... 3.98 to 7.50
Hickory..... ,...... 9.95 to 18.50
"~ Childten's:........ l.95 to 4·.98
C.C.M. .Laminated
.......... :......... .15.00 to 18.50

POLES

.

No. 1 Steel-... :.:................... 7,95
Tonkin ................ .l,25 to _4.60 .
BINDINGS

:

.;. StiC1p ........ :.'.. :............. ~.: ........ 2,98
Ccihle ....................:.......4,95 up
''

SKI BOOTS

....................... 4.95 to 24.00
Accessories

EXPERT REPAIRS
Steel edges attached to
any ski
DIAL 2,-3781
322 SPARKS ST.
. Corner of Lyon Street

clerk at Chateau Diotte and-as I
soon found out-also the house detective.
Suddenly the little chap confronted
me and asked politely but p-ointedly:
"I beg your pardon, sir, did you forget your check?"
I was rather dismayed and looked
at him blankly. I couldn't understand
what he meant. But my ever-faithful
and practical help~meet came to my
rescue. Being plagued by the negligence of a mooning and absentminded husband for more than half
her life has made her keenly efficient
and observing.
Her eyes narrowed and she asked
me bluntly: "Did you forget to pay
for the; meal, dear?"
It all came back to me. I had conscientiously placed the ·usual tip under the plate, picked up the check and
put it in my pocket, and then after
seeking · Madame Diotte to express
thaJ!.kS for the splendid way . she had
accommodated us, calmly walked off.
This was one time my wife had 11tood
back and failed to check up on me .
She'll know better in future!
· Rather shame-faced, I settled the
account and tried · to explain that this
sort of thing was just an old habit
of mine-not failing to pay my just
due--but · simply forgetting details.
Buf at that moment the long-awaited
train pulled: ill. and saved the situati~.
.
The many · coaches 'were filled ~ith
happy, · carefree people, their faces
burned by the ·powerful rays of ' the
spring sun. The air was heaVy with
cigarette smoke, the smell of stale
orange skins, sweaty ski clothes and
associated odours. · The strains of
"Sweet Adeline", · "Alouette" and
similar ·old favourites rolled along
hilariously one after the other until
the danip, dink cavern of the Uniori
Station received us into its eerie
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maw. The Gatineau Train had once
more made port!
. But after all, this was not supposed to be an adventure story-this
wayward pencil of mine always wanders into devious by-paths-so I must
make a summary of my observations.
Wakefield is certainly a desirable
place to spend a weekend or a short
winter vacation. It is even a good
spot to go of a Sunday as a change
from Camp Fortune. Naturally, the
skiing terrain can't compare with our
well-developed trails, but it has some
splendid open hills to offer, and a
change of scenery. The rates for acCOJ:!lmodation and meals at the several
hostels-The Manor House, Chateau
Diotte and Mrs. Austin's-are exceedingly modest.
As this goes to press, word of
astonishing developments at Wakefield comes to my ears. Mr. W. R.
Harris has re-opened the Wakefield
Inn and is definitely out to attract the
skiing fraternity. He has installed
a tow on .a hill 23(} feet in elevation
and 93() feet in length. It is a hill
that could be taken from the top by
good skiers, but those of mediocre
skill will probably be satisfied to run
down from the first "break". The
official name of it will be "Vorlage
Hill".
The presence of a tow will definitely put Wakefield on the map as a skiing resort and all of the hostels will
benefit by it. And we have no objection to our members taking the
odd trip up there, but we insist, of
course, that they carry along with
them the "old red patch", the ensign
of the Ottawa Ski Club.
---,--V----

For snow conditions,
tune in C.B.O. 6.30-6.45 P.M. Saturdays
__8.59 AM. Sundays
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Gifts
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Jewelry
LINEN
NOVELTIES
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SOUVENIRS
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)))) Ottawa's Largest Sports Centre ««
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The Lure of the North
Of all the creatures that inhabit
the earth, man is perhaps the only
one that chooses to go north when
winter comes, there to indulge in
strenuous forms of exertion. Other
bipeds, such as birds, migrate south
at the approach of the cold weather,
to bask in .the rays of a warmer sun;
quadrupeds generally hibernate and
stay put where they happen to be.
Among men, the weak and the halt
may go south, lbut .the strong and full
blooded go north.
This northward migratory instinct
has only recently been acquired however. It dates almost entirely from
the advent of the .,ski. In fairness,
and to give every one his due, it
should be said that the northl~nd was
first explored and opened up by the
snowshoe, but its use for pleasure
and health-seeking purposes has been
made possible by .t he ski. The .land
has been there since the 'b eginning of
time, just as full of attractions as it
is to-day; but it was no.t made use
of because the proper instrument was
lacking. This country may have been
built on snowshoes as it has been
claimed, but the ski has since taken
over, and is now virtually running it.
This annual migration towards the
north star has assumed such tremendous proportions in recent years
that our playgrounds, vast as they
are, -that is those that are in shape
~o receive visitors mounted on. blades
- are fast getting overcrowded and
t here is an urgent call for carving
new ones out of the wilderness. There
is congestion not only in the shelters,
which cannot be built fast enough to
accommodate the ever increasing
throngs, but also in the woods, fields
and hills, wherever the ground is
covered with a mantle of snow.
Thousands are st anding a t the gat es

of the great Laurentian country looking .w istfully northward for new
fields to invade. They were cha mping
their bit and tugging at their leash
during the war; now that restrictions are off, they are again on the
move. By air or by rail, .b y road or
trail from nearby Canadian towns or
cities, from far off Gotham, plank
hoppers, ski riders, ski runners,
knights of the blade by whatever
name they are known, men and women:, young or old, rich and poor,
are coming in an endless stream, all
hound for the hills of youth, some
for a mere week-end, others for an
extended vacation. One no longer
goes north to run away from t he
madding crowd, but to stay with the
crowd; the "solitudes" are no longer
found in the northern winterla nd but
at home.
A passing fad? P erhaps, but a
fad .tha·t has been going on for over
forty years with dncre.asing te.mpo
from year to year and which cannot
be .taken lightly. Until the ski is
discarded, people will keep on going
north; but it is not likely that the
ski will ever :b e discarded. One trip
makes a northern addict. The wide
open spaces, the bracing atmosphere,
the freedom of the trail, the thrill
of sliding over virgin snow, the scent
of ever greens are irresistible lures,
and those who have once yielded to
the call of the north and of the ski
will respond to it to the end ·of their
days.
Of all our present playgrounds, the
most extensive and best equipped is
undoubtedly t hat extending nort h of
Montreal, called the Laurentians, by
Montrealers, and for which a m ore
appropr iate name perhaps would be
the "North River Valley" seeing t hat
the )N orth River r uns through it

while the Laurentians proper extend
all the way from Port Arthur on
Lake Superior to the coast of Labrador. This patch Qf ground is of no
mean size, covering some 600 square
miles, piled up in tiers and heaps as
high as 3000 feet ahove sea level in
places. However, with a city of a
million population at the gate, all, or
nearly all ski minded, and a huge
state with an equally huge population
Eugene R. Heggtveit, competing at Banff, jus.t across the border, looking for
Alberta, in the Dominion Ski Jumping Meet, snow ~f more durable quality than
1938 or 1939 what they are getting, this territory
is also fast becoming congested. Although practically every farmhouse
throws its doors open to visitors, in
addition to the many hotels big or
small lying at the foot or perched
. at the top of every hill, high or low,
accommodation is at a premium, and
skiers unheralded or without reset-vations made weeks or months in ad-

"Taking it with a smile", Mrs. Aline Woods

Photo Fred Dixon
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vance, would do well to bring sleeping bags with a few balsam boughs
to sleep in the open under (;{)d's starry skies. They may ·be charged for
their snow bed and the snow they
use for a .bath in the morning, but
it would not be anything like the
fabulous prices that have now to be
paid for a bunk in crowded room,
with no bath at all. We know of one
hotel at least that requires a deposit
of $50 with each reservation. The
situation is bad also on the hills,
where would-be slalomers clutter the
slopes to such an extent that one
canno.t schuss down without running
the risk of hitting some one else. A
ski-tow has been kno~wn to make
$1500 on a single day, and refmfing
patrons at that. If more people could
be induced to stick to the trails,
where they would be safer and find
more enJoyment, the situation would
be greatly improved.
However the main problem is to
provide more room. The situation
co~ld be eased no doubt if our present out-moded, snail-like and woefully inadequate system of transportation were replaced by something
much faster and able .to cover a much
()... greater radius in less time, like the
jet propulsion plane for instance. This
would bring the Rockies, the hills of
Vancouver, La•b rador or G~~:spe, within reach in a couple of hours or so,
about the time it now takes in our
own back yard to go from Ottawa
to Wakefield, only 20 miles · away.
There would be a 'b e.tter distribution
of skiers all round, and less congestion in any one place. The North pole
could also ·be opened up for that
matter ; opening up the South pole
would be of little use; no one wants
to go south. They are all northern
minded. However, a good deal of
snow will melt before 'this comes to
The ever popular Big Dipper
Photo Fred Dixon
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pass, and other steps can be taken in
the meantime.
Our own Gatineau valley extending from the gates of the Capital to
Mani waki, is still practically undeveloped, save for the southern fringe,
the valley of Camp Fortune and surrounding hills, on which the Ottawa
Ski Clwb has spent many years of
unremitting labour. It is not presumptuous to believe that at least a
dozen spots as good or almost as
good as Camp Fortune surr<>unded
with hills and lakes and offering as
good attractions for summer as for
winter tourists, could .be found within this vast territory. We know of
very likely places in the Meach Lake
district, within the Gatineau Park
area or on the outskirts. Splendid
hills are also awa~ting plank hoppers
at Low and Gracefield. These slopes
are wooded, but a judicious thinning
of trees-not a wholesale denudation
-would make them fit for skiing
without marring the scenery.
The Federal District Commission
holds· the key to the problem. T~ey
should enlarge the area of their park
to 50,.000 or better still to 1-00,000
acres, and develop it so as to attract
tourists in our district, thus relieving
\_\..-the congestion in the Montreal back
yard. Private enterprise could do the
same at other points. Build shelter
places, open up trails and hills, arrange for a .b etter train service at
lower rates and the tourists will flock
in by the th<>usands. The few evergreens that we have left in the Gatineau valley smell a·s good as those <>f
the North River valley of Montreal;
our snow is of quite as good qua_lity, our hills may not be quite so
high, but high enough for good runs.
We are not much farther away from
New York and the other big cities of
the State of New York than Mont :real is. Let the Gatineau Valley be
opened up and an army of tourists

will soon be on the march towards
Ottawa and other places north.
The achievements of the Ottawa
Ski Club show the results that could
be expected from such an undertaking. Thousands of ski riders from
Ottawa .alone now come every week
end to the valley of Camp Fortune,
where only one or two visitors turned up occasionally thirty years ago.
Every Sunday nearly a thousand take
the long ten-mile trail from Camp
Fortune to Wrightville. Many thousands more, from all points of the
c<>mpass, are knocking at our gates,
ready to come in as soon as addition ...
a! facilities ·are pr<>vided.
Meanwhile, the present ski territo/y extending from Dome hill and
Pink Lake to the Western ·L odge is
still far from ,being overcrowded, and
our Publicity Bureau might let it be
known to the snow thirsty population,
pointing out also that Ottawa is only
half an hour's ride 'by bus or taxi
from one of the best ski grounds in
the Laurentians, and that g<>od hotels
are available in the city. Our lodges
are a bit over.flowing at times, but
only at week-ends, and other shelters
could be promptly put up as soon as
materials and labour again become
available.
"There is gold in them thar hills"
not to be extracted, however, by slow
and painful digging from the rocky
earth of the Gatineau, but harvested
from the northern-minded tourists
who are willing to pay handsomely
for a chance to renew their strength
and share in the pleasure and happiness that the northland and the ski
bestow with such a lavish hand on
their devotees.- C.E.M.
---V---

For snow conditions,
tune in C.B.O.
6.30-6.45 P.M. Saturdays
8.59 A.M. Sundays
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"OTTAWA'S MOST POPULAR SPORTS CENTRE"

-FEATURINGThe Finest in Ladies' and Men's

Ski Outfits
•
•
•
•
•

Deacon Grenfell, Fairway, Tolton Clothing
Penmans Authentic Ski Socks
Palmer Ski Boots
A.L. & W. and A.B.C. Ski Poles and Fittings
Goggles, Wax, Mitts, Caps, Etc.

THE: SPORT SHOP
FRANK I. RITCHIE

98 BANK STREET

Dial 2-6278
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CUSTOM TAILORING - ENGLISH HABERDASHERY
Dack' s Shoes
Agents for Tyrol famous Ski Boots

ALL TRAILS
LEAD TO

FOR EXPERT DEVELOPING

AND PRINTING

3-6244

131 SPARKS ST.

STAnROYS
LADIES
SMART

WEAR

FEMININE

APPAREL

TEL-EPHONE 5-1318
200-202¥0 BANK STREET
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The Missing Lunch
This happened in the memorable
year of Our Lord 1932 when, by the
Grace of God and Herbert Marshall,
the Eastside Lodge was raised from
the low lands of the Gatineau, where
it lived in utter loneliness, to the
wind-swept heights of MoCloskey's
Lookout, there to lead, under the
name of the Western Lodge and in
solemn contemplation of the GrandeRiviere, a more airy and not quite
so solitary existence•.
The Night Rider.s were called upon
to cut avenues of access and let in a
little sunlight through the dark and
thick woods that hemmed in the new
site from all sides, and this they did,
at odd times, off and on, during the
fall.
Winter was almost around the corner and a long bit o-f trail still remained to be cleared from the point
where the path intersects the Ridge
road to the Look~Out, so Joe Morin,
Head of the Trail Committee, Captain of the Night Riders and "Old
Man of the Mountain", called upon .
the rank and file of his men and
urged them to put in a goo-d day's
work to finish the job. They were all
there, lanky and energetic Hertbert
Mars·h all, chief booster of the newly
transferred lo-dge, cherUJb face Bruce
MacCallum who was to meet a glorious end over Malta some ten years
later, George Brittain, . always on
hand of course when there were
things to do or to devour, myself and
several others, all sterling chaps,
whose cheerful faces I can still see
through the haze of years but whose
names I cannot recall, gathering at
my c~mp on a Saturday they spent
part o-f the night putting a •keen
edge on their tools--machetes, brush
hooks, brush scythes, axes, and Joe's
latest pet, the pruning shears, the

real eat's miaow as he called it-all
the paraphernalia of the bush whacker. Joe busied himself meanwhile
preparing the lunch for the next day.
No one else but Joe would have been
trusted to· do so. A firm believer in
Napoleon's maxim: "An army marches on its stomach" he thoroughly understood the needs and ideals of hard
working men. Those were the days
when the Night Riders actually cleaned all the trails of the Ottawa Ski
Club and roamed all over the Gatineau hills, looking for new worlds to
conquer-and sometimes grub to eat,
as this story will show.
The gang was up good and early
on Sunday morning, before the least
glimmer o-f light had shown in the
East, and after a hurri_e d breakfast"Don't o-verload yourselves now, we
will have lots to eat .at noon," said
Joe--they stepped out into the grey
mist of the cold November morning
and slipped down the Great Divide,
en route for the Western Lodge, four
miles away.
Having arrived very late at the
camp, in the ·wee hours of the morning in fact, I was still in bed, trying
to sleep, when the gang moved out, .
. and was hoping that I would be forgotten, but Joe had a task for me,
and he shouted his instructions before
leaving in that loud voice of his, surprisingly strong for a small man:
"We are oft', Mort. We are taking
all the tools, and there is one for
you. You bring the lunch. It is in
the blue haversack, hanging on the
wall. And don't be late. I can't keep
that gang working unless the food is
in sight. Remember, the blue haversack." And as they stepped over the
threshold, each man sang out at the
top of his voice "Don't forget the
lunch, Mort," while George Brit-
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tain kept repeating in plaintive tonel!
"Why don't we eat it right now, and
mak e sure of if."

SMART DRESSES
FOR
YOUNG WOMEN

PHONE 2-9950
137 SPARKS ST.
Opposite
Citizen Bldg.

TIPS rromthe FITTING STOOL
Don't be angry with your feet
· -dont give up hope of find ing
real comfort before you've
visited.

Armstrong &Richardson
LTD.

79 Sparks St.

Shoe

Jilting

3-1222

Specia/iJt:J

There was no longer any possibility of sleeping peacefully with such
a responsibility on my mind. T.he
food had to be there, in sight, and
early, or the crew would be fretting
and might go on strike.
. Tumbling out of bed and cravvling
throug}J the hatchway downstairs a
fllw minutes later, I spied a pot or
very black coffee-the Sergeant-Major type- simmering on the stove,
and a couple rashers of ·b acon fried
almost to a cinder in a pan. I swallowed a cup of the bitter, life-giving
stuff and munched the bacon with a
piec.e of toast. A poor breakfast but
I did not have time for more, and I
am a poor hand at eating anyhow
when I am alone. Two bulging haversacks of a t remendous size, a black
one and a blue one, were staring
down at me from the hooks. on the
wall. I slipped the blue one on my
shoulders as I had been told and
stepped out into the footsteps of the
gang. The pack was awfully heavy
but there was a big gang of men to
feed, men with voracious appetitesthe appetite of t.he 1bilsh-whacker.
An east wind had risen when I
walked out, cleari.ng away the mist
but threatening to bring snow in its
wake. About an hour and a half of.
·fast stepping over hard frozen
ground, through thick woods and
small clearings, brought me to the
scene of operation, where macheteer,
and axe men were struggling against
a dense growth of oak and maple
saplings, many of them dead and
dried up, as hard as iron, not easy
chopping by any means. My arrival
was greeted with loud cheer s. Hanging my pack on a tree, well in sight
of every one, I picked up an axe out
of the bun~h of tools and started to
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do my bit. The snow was now falling
thickly by now, hard driven by the
East wind.
We were almost within sight of
our goal, the Western Lookout, and
nearly half a mile of slash lay behind
us, after several hours of hard work
when George B rittain, keeping his
ear close to the ground and his eye
on the pack, announced that he heard
the noon chimes of the Peace Tower,
twenty miles away. No one else
heard them and perhaps it was a hal-lucination, or George might have
been looking at his watch, but it was
noon just the same. A nyhow, almost
at once Joe called out "Come and get
it boys" and with a cheer and a roar
the gang laid down their tools and .
made a bee line for the lodge.
I retraced my steps to the tree
where the haver.sack was hanging,
and !b rought the food to the lodge
where the crew were waiting with a
broad grin on their faces, sitting
around a ta.ble, and near a red hot
stove. There are good times in the
life of a Night Rider and this was
one of them. "Boys," said Joe, "I
spent d ..d near half the night making these sandwiches and believe me,
they are substantial and should keep
you going until seven o'clock tonight."
Meanwhile Bruce kept repeating that
he was so hungry that he could chew
nails.
"Well you will have your wish,
Bruce," said Joe as he pulled a handful of four inch nails out of the pack
and laid them on Bruce's plate. "For
the love of Mike, what have we got
here" he said as he took out a box
of screws, a nipple, a box of tacks
and other unchewable and undigestible metal articlfs. "What does this
mean? Did you take the wrong
pack," he said, glaring savagely at
me? "I took the blue haversack as
you told me, Joe." I said. " I don't
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know who put this stuff in. Maybe
the sandwiches are at the bottom."
There was not - a sandwich in the
p 3ck- nothing but small hardware
and first aid supplies needed for
Camp Fortune, and quite useless so
far as eating was concerned. Working tremendous appetites, and nothing
in the camp Joe had evidently made
a mistake and stuffed the food in the
black pack instead of the blue one,
and the black pack was still hanging
in my camp, four miles away. Here
was a gang that had been up walking and working strenuously since
seven o'clock in the morning, developing tremendous appetites, and nothing
to feed them with except nails,
screws, !bandages, iodine and cold
water.
They would have thrown me down
the cliff if they had not thought it
would have been a waste of time to
do so. Anyhow it was Joe's guilt,
not mine. He had specifically said
"the blue haversack" and everyone
had heard him. How was I to know
that the blue haversack was loaded
with metalic substance instead of
victuals? It was heavy of course,
but good food weighs a lot.
Well, the bunch were not particularly happy, but they took the situation . good naturedly enough, as an
Act of God- a thing tha·t could not
be avoided. George was the only one
who collapsed but he did it gracefully, refraining from saying the
hateful "I told you so".
Joe kept us at work until five
o'clocJsr The Governor General was

coming to inaugurate the new Western Lodge the next day and the trail
had to be cut, lunch or no lun~h.
Meanwhile well over a foot of snow
had fallen, a cold west wind had
sprung up and the thermometer had
dropped 'way below zero. It was a
pretty tired ·and famished gang that
trudged its way through the white
stuff almost knee deep on the return
trip. Only three , ·Of us~Herl>ert
Marshall, Bruce McCallum and myself-made the camp, the others preferring to go through directly to
Kingsmere to Wattsford's lodge rather than climb the Dippers and the
Great Divide. We did manage to
climb the Divide, but I do not think
we could have gone one step further.
As it was we lay down on the snow
exhausted when we reached the top
before we could enter the camp. And
when we did come out of the camp
one h{)ur later, the once bulging
sides of the black pack had collapsed
to such an extent that one would
have thought it was empty. There
was not much left of the twelve rations that it had contained. Never did
a meal taste better, in my whole life.
Your sandwiches were good, Joe! Our
strength gradually came back as we
ate and we covered in record time the
rest of the distance to Kingsmere,
where we found the gang waiting for
the bus in a very bad temper. Wattsford's Inn was closed and they had
not been able to get anything to eat.
-C.E.M.

- - -V- --

For snow conditions, tune in C.B.O.
6.30-6.45 P.M. Saturdays-8.59 A.M. Sundays
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Herman Gadner
By Alec McDougal

The memory of Herman Gadner
will long continue to inspire and influence those who knew him and
skied under his guidance during the
brief period when he was chief instructor at St. JQvite. Unquestiona·bly a leader of Eastern Canadian
Skiing, Gadner demonstrated his
theory in his effortless mastery of
skis.
In 1938 the Snow Eagle Ski School
was inaugurated and Gadner began
to impart to aspiring skiers, the
knowle1lge he had gained in years of
experience in open internationa1 competition. His ability to impart the
knowledge was considerably enhanced
by his experience with ski- instruction in Austria, France and Italy. H e
proved in Europe the value of his
theory and his mastery of the technique by winning a number of international four-way events and he was
chosen to represent Austria in the
I.O.S. competitions.
Gadner's cont rilbution to skiing has
been of inestimable value. He has
transcended the technique of Anton
Seelos, a great racer of former days,
who greatly impr<>ved the standards
of competition in his time. With
painstaking thoroughness Gadner was
willing to work long .hours with those
who showed sincere enthusiasm in improving their technique, often staying on the hill till darkness forced
them to retire.
':!-'·he Slalom School held in the past
two years was a golden opportunity,
availa;ble to anyone at a very moderate fee. It is unfortunate that so
few took advantage of the opportunity. Gadner's technique on a slalom
course or an open hill could only be
appreciated by seeing him in action.
He remained always in contact with

The late Herman Gadner, who was
killed in a n avalanche near Banff
last spring
the snow, making graceful turns with
extreme economy of time and effort.
The display truly inspired the pupil,
encouraged him by its simplicity and
perfection. With the ability to anticipate the obstacles that confront
Elder~, Gadner was a•b le to analyse
and give pertinent advice, in a patient and personable manner. thus
establishing a reputation as instructor of instructors.
H is perhaps the more tragic that
Gadner should meet his death by the
treachery of an unpredictable avalanche, since he was more familiar
with the danger than anyone else in
Canada and persistently stressed its
importance.

• • •
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The Alpine
Ski _Technique
By Alec McDougal
The Alpine technique as expounded
.b y the late Herman Gadner is noteworthy in its functional application
to the needs of the advanced racer
or the novice.
Economy of movement making for
speed is of advantage to the experts,
whereas its simplicity and utility
place no barrier in the path of the
beginner. With the accent on the
fundamental turns, the stem, stem
Chr istiania and parallel Christiania,
Alpine technique provides steered
turns and pure swings to meet every
snow condition, always giving posi~
tive control. An important item is
the fact that all turns except steered
turns, are taught by skiing down the
fall line (direct descent) of the hill,
then making the turn off this imaginary line. It is generally acknowledged that turns are more easily executed by turning off and back across
the fall line by staying as close to it
as possible using long radius turns.
In doing this the pupil will find that
he more quickly gains the feeUmg
and confidence necessary for more
albrupt changes of direction. The
simplicity of the technique is evident in the stern and stern Chris·t iania
turns upon which it is built because
of the elimination of unnecessary
movements, such as · over turning,
counter turning, exaggerated shoulder movement and the kangaroo-like
bobbing motion.
We find this technique ideally
adapted ·to the terrain of Eastern
Canada, where short fast trail skiing
descents are the most common and
the snow conditions vary from the
occasional powder to the prevailing
hard-packed snow and ice.
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A good training in the snow plow
and snow-plow turns is necessary to
give the skier a sound basis for the
application of this technique.
Snow Plow. ·
The first exercise is to ski down
a gentle slope in the normal running
position, that is, weight centered between the two skis and between tips
and heels of skis, legs bending slightly at ankles and knees to absorb irregularities of the hill, body should
bend slightly forward at the hips
and be perpendicular to the slope,
shoulders square to the direction you
are tr~elling in. Now you adopt the
snow plow position by keeping the
points together and spreading the
backs, edging the insides of the skis,
legs bending at ankles and knees,
shoulders square to direction you are
travelling in, hands close to the body;
keep this position until your speed is
at a minimum. Then bring both skis
into a normal running position again.
Repeat this movement until you
reach the bottom of the hill. The
above exercise will help control speed
and also strengthen your legs.
Snow Plow Turn
Start down the hill in normal running position then spread skis in
snow-plow stance. To make· a turn
to the left transfer weight to the
right ski by bending the body from
the waist over the right ski, not forward, keeping hips in the centre,
bending legs at both ankles and
knees, arms close to the body. The
right knee will be bent more than the
left, as it is carrying more weight,
and . should :b e bent slightly inwards
so as to get full pressure on the
inside edge. The shoulders are always square to the direction in which
you are travelling and no exaggerat~d shoulder movement is necessary
to make the turn.
After turning off the ~all line,
start the next turn to the right by
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weighting the le:f.t ski and repeating
the above movements with left and
right interchanged. These steered
turns s.h·ould be made continuously to
the bottom of the hill. Do not let
yourself get in a traverse position,
but keep moving down the hill repeating each turn as soon as you
leave the fall line.
Preliminary Practice
At the foot of the hill practice
stemming the ski which will become
the uphill ski, (this is called an a·bstem or counter swing-when doing
this really stem the ski by exerting
full edge pressure on the inside edge
and having the correct shoulder
movement) then roll the knee of the
stemmed ski and at the same time
drop the opposite shoulder, bring the
stemmed ski in parallel and ahead,
(do not bring the stemmed ski in
then push it ahead, combine the two
movements) and at the same time
making the direction swing. Weighting of the skis at completion of the
turn wi.ll be explained in the turn off
the fall line. The above exercise
should be practised until all the
movements flow together.
Steered or Stemmed T urns.
Starting in a traverse position with
weight on the lower ski, upper ski
slightly advanced from four to six
inches, shoulders are on the same
angle as the slope and ·square to the
direction of the skis, body bent slightly at the hips. To make a turn, the
uphill unweighted ski is stemmed out,
the weight is now transferred to the
uphill ski by bending the body from
the waist over the uphill ski thus
steering you around to t he fall line
and w.hen here you are in a full snowplow position. Once on the fall line
roll the knee of the leg you are going
t o advance thus releasing the edge
pressure, allowing it t o slide in and
ahead (this ski becomes the uphill
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ski) at the same time follow through
with the shoulder rotation or direction swing as it may be called. At
the completion of the turn the
weighting of the skis will be the
same as in the traverse position, that
is, uphill ski advanced, downhill ski
weighted, body ~ent at hips away
from hill.
·
Practice this turn to right and left
until all the movements flow together.
Turning Off the Fall Line from
Running Position.
This tlfl'n helps the skier grasp the
simplicity of turning off the fall line
and also it · teaches proper weighting
of skis at completion of turns.
Run straight down the fall line of
the hill with the right ski advanced
about six inches. To make a turn,
let us say to the right, move your
weight forward dropping your left
shoulder and at the same time roll
the right knee out. N.B. Your shoulders should always be square to the
direction that you are travelling in
and on the same angle as the hill.
The shal"'per you want to make this
turn the lower you drop your left
shoulder. Your left hand should go
down to your knee and close to the
body, the right hand beside your hip.
If this turn is being made properly
you should feel the weight on the ball
of the foot of the downhill ski and
the knee is over the downhill ski, the
knee of the uphill ski is rolled out
and the weight is mainly centered
between the two skis with slightly
more on the downhill ski. If the
knees are locked the skis are improperly weighted, causing the downhill ski to get away from you. Also
there is a tendency to overedge,
turning on the fittings arid· boots
that overhang the skis, thus losing
your grip of the hill. Always look
where you are going to make your
next tum, not down at your skis.
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To make the turn to the left advance the left ski, dropping your
right shoulder and rolling your left
knee, doing these last two movements
together.
From the Snow Plow
1S tarting on the fall line in a snowplow position, (legs bending from the
ankles and knees, . knees over the skis
not .in knock-kneed position, arms
close to the body) to make a turn to
therTeft, roll the left knee out (to release edge pressure of ski thus enabling it to slide into position better)
at the same time drop right shoulder
bringing the left ski in and ahead also making direction swing. If the
knee and shoulder movements .are not
properly co-ordinated you will- steer
yourself off the fall line with your
downhill ski thus not utilizing your
position on the ,hill. The weight
should be felt on the lball of the foot
of the downhill ' ski (right ski) and
should be centred between the two
skis, the shoulders should be square
to the direction that they are goin&in and on the s·ame angle as the hill.
In the turn to the right the right
knee should be rolled out and the
left s·houlder dropped, the right ski
brought in and ahead plus the direction .swing.
From a Single Stem.
.Starting on the fall line stem the
right ski (if turning to the right)
this becomes your downhill ski) the
left ski on the fall line of the hill. In
stemming the ski, put proper weight
on it plus shoulder 'counter swingdo not let this ski get ahead of the
uphill ski, if you do you will steer
yourself around in a telemark turn,
thus slowing you down. Imagine this
stemmed ski is somethin·g to· turn
around, the knee of this ski is rolled
out, at the same time the left shoulder is dropped, transferring the
weight to the left ski which is now

the downhill ski, the right ski is
brought in and ahead, at the same
time the direction is being made. The
weighting of the skis is the same as
in the previ9us turns.
To turn to the left, the left ski is
stemmed, then roll the left knee out
at the same time, dropping the right
shoulder, then bring the left ski in
and ahead at the same time making
the direction swing.
Linking the Turns Together.
When linking turns together keep
in your mind that you are going to
stem the downhill ski and not set
the up·hill ski, which is double turning-slowing you down in your turns
and requiring an exaggerated shoulder movement, tiring you out in a long
downhill or slalom race. Remember
to keep your shoulders square to the
direction that you are going and on·
the same angle as the hill, always
look where you are going to make
your next turn and not down at your
skis. Another important factor is to
keep moving forward, do not turn so
much as to come into a traversing
position on the hill; if you do you
will. have to make a jump or steered
turn to get ·up and around the fall
line. As soon as you come off the
fall line having made the turn complete, start turning in the opposite
direction, you will find the turns come
much easier. Always remember to
stem with the downhill ski.
High Speed Parallel Christiania.
This turn is the ultimate of every
skiers goal; it is done at high speed.
The first movement is to make a
counterswing only with the shoulder
(dropping and advancing the shoulder as if calling for a t urn) do not
change position of the skis, this can
be done very easily by over exaggerating the shoulder movement. After
the counter swing has been made, the
weight is slightly moved forward,
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(only when turning) and onto what
will become the downhill ski, at the
same time the direction swing is being made by dropping and advancing
the shoulder, then the ski that will
become the uphill ski is moved slightly ahead. There is no bobbing motion for unweighting of skis, the
height of the skier is the point from
which the shoulder is dropped and
the direction swing begun. The
wei~ting of the skis becomes the
sam~ as in previous turns.
The back part of the skis must
either slide through or over the snow.
If there is less weight there, the
braking effect of the backs ·Qf the
skis sliding over the .Snow will be
diminished, but do not lift the skis or
you will lose speed when they come
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back on the snow. For example when
climlbing if yo1o1 slide your skis forward you will find that your skis
slip back. If you pick them up and
place them down in the snow they
will hold. This same gripping action
takes place when you slap your skis
back into the snow when making a
turn.
Direction Swing.
The shoulder movement that is
made to help bring you around to the
direction you want to go in.
Fall Line.
The imaginary line that an o1bject
would roll down under the influence
of gravity.
---V---
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Anne Heggtveit
By James S. Patrick

Photo-C. F. Quick

A chul:fuy-iaced little girl with
flaxen hair and china'-blue eyes is
seen every :Sunday all Winter sporting around the hills of Camp Fortune. The members of the Ottawa
Ski Club take her for granted and
have ceased to consider her a child
prodigy. It was not until the newspaper photographers spotted our own
little Anne Heggtveit at .St. Sauveur
last winter and bombarded her with
their high-po·w ered cameras, that we
thought of writing a short biography
of the little lady fo_r these pages.
Anne was almost two years old
when she started to learn the art of
skiing on the gentle slopes of Rockcliffe. However, she made up for
lo-st time, and at the age of three was
accomp·a nying her parents to Camp
Fortune every Sunday. The following year her diminutive form could
be seen weaving down Mort's ,Hill

from the top or swinging round the
wide cui·ves of Traveler's. At the
mature age of five, Anne had conquered the Slalom Hill; and it soon
became a common sight to see the
little mite ascending on the tow,
piggy-hack fashion, on the husky
shoulders of her father, Halvor
Heggtveit.
Last Winter, Anne arid her father
spent a week at St. Sauveur and the
daring 6-year-old youngster created
a stir that echoed the length and
breadth of the Laurentian ski territory. Crowds were attracted by her
unique way of going up the tow
piggy-back and were amazed at her
skill in slaloming down Hills 69, 70
etc., in long sweeping curves. Cameramen from newspapers and periodicals flashed their apparatus in front
of her-in other words, she stole the
show.
Of course, Anne Heggtveit comes
by her skiing ability honestly. Her
mother is an efficient skier and her
father, the winter of 1933-34, made a
clean sweep in the cross-countt"Y
races. He won the championship of
the Ot.tawa Ski Club, City of Ottawa,
Province of Ontario, then topped it
off by carrying away the Dominion
Championship.
The Ottawa Ski Club pays tribute
to Anne, who is now nearing her
seventh birthday, and wishes that
little lady the best of luck for the
days that lie ahead. In the not too
distant future the Club hopes to produce a new Women's Dominion
Champion: Anne Heggtveit.
- - - -V- - --

For snow conditions,
tune in C.B.O.
6.30-6.45 P.M. Saturdays
8.59 A.M. Sundays
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How .to prevent Ski Accidents
Accidents in skiing don't just happen. They are, in the great majority
of cases, the result of recklessness
or carelessness.
Collisions on crowded hills are
often the cause of painful accidents.
These would never happen if everyone remembered that the center of
the hill is reserved exclusively for
descending skiers. When you climb
up, keep as close as possible to one
side of the hill. Don't dash suddenly
from the side w the center. Never
linger -at the bottom after a run,
move over to the side at once, out of
the way.
When climbing a trail keep your
eyes up, where danger lies, and stick
to the side.
Lack of proper ski confrol. If you
cannot control your skis, keep away
from the steeper hills or trails. Don't
attempt very steep descents until you
have learned to check your speed by
stemming, and acquired some mastery of turns and stops. The inexpert
skier on difficult ·hills may spoil other
people's pleasure and is likely to
hurt someone, or get hurt. There is
no shame in being a beginner but
beginners should stay on easier
slopes until they can handle their
skis.
Careless handling of poles is the
cause of many a wrenched arm ·o r
broken rib. Don't drag your poles
when descending, as they might catch
on some projecting object and wrench
your arm. Keep the tops well down,
the steel p_oints up and away.. from
you. If you carry them upright you
are apt to fall on .them and break
your ribs or hurt your face.

Track obstruction is always dangerous. If you cannot avoid a fall, get
up and out of the track AT ONCE.
The skier coming down after you
may not be aible to stop.
Heed instantly the cry ·Of "Track"
by moving to one side of the trail.
Holes and bumps. If you make a
hole anywhere in falling, don't go
away ·b efore filling it up by crosschecking. Holes make bumps, and
bumps are a frequent cause of accidents. If all skiers filled up the
holes they made, there would not be
nearly so many bumps.
Never ski alone on an isolated
trail. A trivial accident may result
in dangerous exposure.
If a steep bit of trail is rutty and
icy, W~LK DOWN. Don't take a
chance. If the snow along a beaten
track is heavy never go down one
ski in the track and the other in the
snow. You might wrench your knee.
When carrying your skis, always
have them well strapped at both
ends. Skis strapped in the center
may spread out like wind mills and
are a nuisance to everybody including yourself.
To sum upKeep a way from the bottom of the
hill.
Climb along the side of the hill.
Keep away from steep hills and
trails until you can handle your
skis.
Carry your poles properly.
Get away from the center of the
track when you fall.
Fill up the holes you make and
cross-check them.
---V----
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The· Ski Patrol
By Fred Ha nna
The Canadian Ski Patrol is a national orga~ization within the Canadian Amateur Ski Association. Dr.
Douglas Firth, Chairman of the Canadian Ski Patrol, is assisted by a
group of -Vice-Chairmen (one appointed from each zone by the Zone
Ghairman of the C.A.S~A.) and a
number of advisors who can contribute to the Patrol's function. It is a
non-profit organization with headquarters in Toronto. Records oo
casualties are filed in the local clubs
and the data is also summarized and
filed in the Head Office. The Ski
Patrol Association, being a part of
the C.A.S.A. is in a position to recommend certain safety measures of
merit.
A club patrolman wears a blue
maple leaf with "SKI P ATRO'L" in
gold letters and is responsible for
patrolling his club's territory only,
though he may render aid anywhere
if a casualty occurs. A Canadian ski
patrolman wears a blue maple leaf
with "CANADI AN SKI P ATROL"
in gold letters and he is considered
on duty whether on his own club's
territory or any other ski grounds.
When t he zone covers a very large
area, Divisional Leaders are appointed by and are responsible to the
Vice-'Chairman of that zone. All patrolmen are trained in St. John's
Ambulance First Aid with special attention given to fractures and must
be proficient in skiing, though not
necessarily of competitive ability.
The patrol is interested in candidates
for membership who have the necessary qualifications.
In 1943-44 the Night Riders organized a ski patrol and joined the
Canadian Ski Patrol Association.
First aid was administered at Camp
Fortune Lodge in the years prior to

the organization of the patrol but
there was little equipment for treatment of casualties on the trail and
for transport to the lodge. A system
of personal patrol by its members
was attempted but it was found inadequate because men would have to
go around the trails at frequent intervals and even then a patrolman
would have to return to the lodge
for splints and sleigh in the case of
a serious accident. It is advised that
skiers go out in groups in order that
one of their number may report a
casualty if one occurs. The others
should do what they can to help the
disabled skier and that will be, for
the most part, keeping the patient
warm to avoid shock. If there is
suspicion of . a fracture the patient
must not be moved until the patrolman arrives with splints and sleigh.
With three sleighs at Camp Fortune
and one at Pink Lake, care of casualties should be very satisfactory if
skiers will co-operate by reporting
accidents and assisting in pulling the
sleighs if there· are not enough patrolmen immediately available.
The funds for Ski Patrol operation
are obtained from the sale of the
small celluloid-faced buttons sold by
members of the Patrol. The money
obtained from the sale of the Ski
Patrol buttons finances the expenses
of the Head Office and the local First
Aid Quarters. The patrolmen contribute their services free but first
aid supplies, sleighs, blankets, etc.,
are bought with the pr'oceeds of button sales. A first aid attendant is
provided in the First Aid Room every
Sunday from the same funds.
Blankets, cot springs, a small
sleigh and a large quantity .of first
·aid supplies were obtained last year.
This year snowshoes and more first
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aid supplies will be added. Modifications to the First Aid Room are intended which will .facilitate treating
casualties.
Last year there were four injuries
diagnosed positively as fractures and
fift~n other sprains and fractures,
two of which were treated as fractures because of the doubtful nature
of the injury. There was one internal
mJury. A conservative estimate of
the number of skier-days for 1945 is
15,00<1. Thus the serious casualties
are slightly in excess of one per
thousand skier-days. Positive and
doubtful fractures occurred at the
rate of four per 10,000 skier-days. The
male sex predominated in the serious
casualty group in a ratio of 3 to 2.
The age range was 14-65 y~ars. Ankles seemed more vulnerable with nine
injuries during the season, whereas
knees suffered six. Fifteen patients
were transported to Dunlop's parking
lot by horse-drawn sleigh and hand-

IF

sleigh. Six were brought to the lodge
by handsleigh. Accommodation for
transport to Dunlop's parking lot will
be available this year as before.
In addition to the major injuries,
there were minor cuts and contusions,
many of which required no further
care than an antiseptic and a bandage. There were blistered heels, facial a:b rasions, stove burns and torn'
clothing. Personal needs for women
were also available.
The Ski Patrol and Ottawa Ski
Club gratefully acknowledge the donation by Messrs. F. Clifford, G.
Smith, F. Proper, W. Wilde, G. McHugh and H. Marshall of the sum of
$30.00 for the purchase of a sleigh
to be left at Keogan's Lodge.
A word of caution to heighten your
enjoyment and lighten our duties:
"SKI UNDER CONTROL. Do not
shoot the hill straight. Consider
yourself and others!"
---V---
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ALLEN ARCHES AJUSTED

~~ASING KNEE PAINS
~~XAMINATION FREE
'ROUBLES OF THE BODY

CHIROPRACTOR and DRUGLESS THERAPIST

19 WILTON Crescent

Dial 4-7766
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WE
STRAIGHTEN
AXLES,
WHEELS

and
FRAMES

*

We will stop your car from wearing Tires,
Shimmying or Wandering

S€RVIC€
B€AR
J. ALEX McDONALD, Prop.
137 ALBERT STREET

SOLILOQUY
('On Looking Down the Big Dipper)
To ski, or not to ski,-that is the
question;Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to
suffer
The slings and crutches of temporary
lameness,
Or to carry arms, legs, skis down
safely,
And thus, by walking get there.-To
ski, to crash,
No more, and by a walk to say we
miss
The bone-<breaks and the thousand
J ·a gged rocks
That flesh may tear on;- ;tis a
.healthy descent,
Carefully to be hied. To ski, to speed,
To stem, perchance to fall;-ay,
there's the rub;
For in that dash of death what turns
must come,

PHONE 3-5629

When we have shuffled off this icy
ledge,
Must makes us pause; there's the
respect
'That makes calamity of poor technique.
-(The Ski Bulletin, Boston)
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Cor. CARLING at BANK
OTTAWA

get ready... get set ...
/or snow-capped htlfs
but p:rst hit the trail
that leads to our
clport clhop - ClJownstat.rs
LAMINATED SKIS
Andreef Commando
C.C.M. Super
C.C.M. Flyte
Andreef Blue Autograph
as well as many other
popular makes.
METAL POLES
WAX
SKI BOOTS
for men and women

CABLE AND
TOP STYLE HARNESSES
MEN'S PARKAS
SKI ACCESSORIES

ChariPf Oqilvy
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GLAD I WAITED for a
genuine WOODS !

rR.eser1Je your Woods Sleeping Robe at your sports
goods dealer or department store now! Some will be
available soon, so be sure of getting yours early. Ye<:rs
of satisfaction with this world-famed Sleeping Robe will
repay a few more weeks of patience. Insist on the
genuine Woods "Ever-live Down" Sleeping Robe.

WOODS

GENUINE ARCTIC DOWN
SLEEPING ROBES

WOODS MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED
Ottawa Ontario - In U.S.A.: Ogdensburg, N.Y.

